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Chapter 3.
Tasks and EntertainmentsIn the previous hapter, we onsidered the struture of information resoures. Here, we onsider howit is used and the impat it has. Broad ativities.
3.1. Information BehaviorPeople often �nd information just by looking around at the world or by by browsing hypertext systems.But, at other times people have to systematially searh for information. Beause information an beso useful, people have developed systems for managing and retrieving it. Beause information reduesunertainty and helps people make good deisions, people will work to �nd information. This is truewhether they are engaged in everyday ativities, or in developing new sholarly theories, or in theanalysis of omplex situations. While the various tasks and ativities have distintive features, here,we introdue the very simple model, look-deide-do, to illustrate the basi elements of aessing andretrieving information. Spei� tasks versus sense-making. Information behavior is an interation ofomplex omponents [?℄.
3.1.1. Everyday InformationSome ativities inlude problem solving, planning, and design. Many goals in �nding information:Exploration, sense-making, and task-direted information �nding. We may assemble information tosystematially make a deision and then to omplete a task. We will disuss that approah later in thehapter but we start by onsidering less direted information seeking (e.g., sense-making).We are all surrounded by information and use it to answer many expliit or impliit questions: Whereto go for produts, What your friends like, Dotor's appointments, Knowing reipes and �xing thingsaround the house. When a store loses. Common sense. Temperature. Some of that we enounter anduse without thinking about it. We have simple strategies for aessing other types of other everydayinformation. Remembering telephone numbers.

Figure 3.1: One common type of information exchange. (check permission)Everyday tasks. Errands and oordination with family members.



66 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Information interations in families and small worlds. Information poverty.Although our de�nition of tasks (see below) is very general, not every ativity is most naturally desribedas a task. Tasks are often not one-time ativities. Indeed, people often have long-term roles. Being aknowledgeable person. Integrative ativities versus spei� tasks. Continually interating with sense-making. Learning about food.
Sense-makingMany information ativities are long term. Fan base. Ongoing awareness of news. Routines.Combine both ognitive and a�etive systems. Information avoidane.

3.1.2. Tasks and WorkWhile everyday information seeking an be onsidered part of a task, tasks are generally more stru-tured. Tasks also provide struture to the user. Tasks may be haraterized in several dimensions(Fig. 3.2). Strutured tasks involve a known and well-doumented proess for aomplishing them,while unstrutured tasks require that a proess be reated. Completing text edits with a text editorould be an example of a simple \unit task," in whih one proeeds in a step-wise manner until all ofthe edits are omplete. Making a movie, on the other hand, is a omplex task; this sort of task is oftenongoing, and may require repetition and onsultation with other people.
Task Dimension Description

Goal directed Is the task aimed at completing a specific goal? What is the motivation for completing the task?
Routinized Is there a predictable pattern in the steps required to complete the task?
Locus of control Are decisions about the task made by the person doing it?
Sequentially Is there a simple ordering to the task?
Time limited How much time is available for completing the task?
Complexity Is the task able to be completed directly in one step or does it require several steps?

Figure 3.2: Dimensions of tasks (extended from[29]).Tasks, work, and ation.Representing tasks. Representational bias for tasks. Tasks and ativities are highly varied. After wehave examined the basi proesses, we will, later, onsider the role of information in more omplextasks in whih involve workows and ritial thinking. Workow (3.10.2) is a representation of how theativity should be aomplished.Siene tasks. Medial tasks.We start with Look→Decide→Do, the simplest of the shematis of information use as we desribedearlier. However, it is important to remember that tasks, and the proesses that are used to aomplishthem, are often muh more omplex than this simple equation implies. When observed in detail,task ompletion methodologies are exiting and omplex systems involving theories and praties ofproesses, information, strategies, and deisions. While observable in everyday life, tasks and theirmethods of ompletion are also partiularly important to the design of information systems. Tasks arenot always stable; the environment in whih they our may hange. Developing e�etive knowledgerepresentations depends on know the task for whih they are used. Reading the news as a type ofbrowsing.Information and ativity management suh as alerts.Management of simple information heklists.
Workflows for Information SeekingPut another way, tasks provide the ontext. Tasks may be deomposed into phases. A simple task, for



3.2. Look – Information Seeking Behavior 67instane, an be desribed by the Look→Decide→Do proess. Information olletion (the Look phase)is an essential part of all tasks. This shemati is not a full desription for a omplex ativities suh asritial thinking, design, or siene (9.2.0).Look - Deide - Do6�
?

Figure 3.3: A very simple model for using information to complete tasks: Look→Decide→Do.The interdependene of proess, information, and deisions is espeially lear in goal-direted ativitiessuh as design, problem solving, and deision-making. The proess may inlude returning to earlierstages, for instane to ollet more information before reahing a deision. Furthermore, the proessmay be repeated if the ation did not have the desired e�et or if the task is only one part of a moreomplex ativity. The inentive struture is also important to the outome. There are several types ofsearh inluding searhing with a metadata indexing system and searh with a with full-text. Moreover,exploratory searh may be ontrasted with routinized tasks.
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Figure 3.4: A task may also be viewed as problem analysis and information may be gathered and used as needed
for the analyses[39].Task spei�ation. There is a hain of ations and workow languages. Furthermore, the struture of thetask often provides a onvenient struture for organizing information related to that task. Proeduresfor getting something done. Objet-oriented methods. Algorithms. In some ases, a sequene of tasksneeds to be repeated. Human issues need to be onsidered. This inludes how people think aboutthe tools they use for ompleting them an impat the eÆieny of task ompletion [24]. For repeatedtasks, extra time spent readying the tools required to omplete a task the �rst time may pay o� whenit is neessary to repeat the task. These may inlude tasks of individuals, tasks for organizations andworkows. Tasks in organizations are generally assoiated with roles. Indeed, a role may be de�ned bythe tasks it inludes. At the end of this hapter we will onsider some formalisms for speifying tasksand workows. That is, these representations go beyond the simple data models we examined earlier.Struture and phases of tasks with ativity theory [21] (3.5.1).

Situational Awareness and Environmental ScanningAnother type of information ativity is getting a big piture and having a sense of how di�erent om-ponents are reating to a omplex situation.
Figure 3.5: Situational awareness involves knowing what’s coming at you. (check permission)
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3.2. Look – Information Seeking BehaviorInformation gathering is an integral part of tasks. Tasks may be omplex, and they often have informa-tion needs that go well beyond a simple searh. Thus, Information Seeking Behavior is a partiularlyimportant type of Information Behavior. Indeed, the proess of information seeking itself helps anindividual develop a strategi framework for aomplishing a given task[32]; after information has beengathered, a plan an be formulated. The Look proess an be deomposed as a type of task (Fig. 3.6).There are so many di�erent types of information and senarios for the use of information we an onlymake some generalities.Information seeking an be diretly a�eted by information organization whih we disussed in theprevious hapter.
3.2.1. Why People Seek Information: Information NeedsOne answer to the question of why people seek information is beause they have information needs. Insome ases, people don't know what information they need. This may be beause they don't understandthe soure of their own questions or that they don't understand how to deompose the problem faingthem in a way that is ompatible with the available literature. Current awareness. Information needsvs needs for a servie. We may use information resoures to �nd out about a new topi. Informationneeds may be predited from task-roles suh as those of professionals and sholars. Information needsare often assoiated with roles. We want to know about information needs beause the a�et the typesof servies we develop.While we often think of information needs as task-foused, but in many ases, the task is not lear[18].Information needs depend on ontext or the ulture.Shifting information needs in a shifting landsape of information providers.Imagine that you want to plan a ski trip. You realize that you should hek the snow onditions atyour destination, arrange for your travel, and �nd some aommodations near your destination. To goskiing, you need a lot of information. You may need a Web site that lists ski areas. You need diretionsand need to �nd a hotel.We begin by asking what triggers people to start looking for information. Spei�ally, at what pointdoes one realize the need to start seeking information, and one aware of the \information need," whatstrategies are adopted? The desire to seek information an be aused by many fators suh as: an af-fetive (unertainty) desire to learn more about a given subjet, domain, or situation; situational (task)onerns, in whih an individual needs information to aomplish an agenda; or ognitive dimensions(knowledge), in whih knowledge or information is obtained for its own sake.

Tasks and Information NeedsInformation needs often reet a task in whih a user is engaged. Information needs for supportingroles and ativities in whih users engage. Some tasks require high-reall searhes; that is, they mustretrieve omplete information. Legal and medial searhes need to be omplete for a professional togive the possible servie and avoid malpratie (3.3.3). Other tasks may not need a large amount ofinformation, but only a limited amount of very aurate information from trusted, highly authoritativesoures. Authoritative information versus redibility of information. Siene-related information tasks[?℄.People may even plan to satisfy \antiipated information needs". A person may subsribe to a news-paper in this expetation that it will help meet information needs in the future.
Awareness of Information NeedsWhen skiers deide to go on their trip, there are several things they should determine before beginning.They have information needs: How to get there. What equipment is neessary. How muh the tiketsost, and so on. People develop a more foused awareness of an information need (Fig. ??). We all



3.2. Look – Information Seeking Behavior 69these pre-onsious needs viseral needs. As they begin to formulate their plans, the group beomesaware of some of their needs by, for instane, making a list | now they have onsious needs. Asinformation needs are shared and further developed, they beome \formalized"; �nally, depending onwhat kind of information they have gathered, they may have to �nd ways to ompromise in terms oftheir needs. Impliations for question answering (3.3.2). Awareness of one's information needs is a typeof meta-ognition (5.11.4). It may develop gradually as a person develops a better understanding of theissues involved.Browsing. Non-task oriented \divergent" information behavior. Personalization and personal relevane.
3.2.2. Types of Information Seeking: Find, Identify, Selec t, and ObtainWhen a person faes an information need, that person faes many hoies whih may be summarizedas: �nd, identify, selet, and obtain[2]. Information servies and systems should be designed to supportthe users in these di�erent stages.
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Figure 3.6: In this idealized schematic, the process of collecting information, that is the Look part of
Look→Decide→Do, is itself a cycle (use IFLA: find, identify, select, obtain).When a person is aware of their information need, that individual may seek information to �ll in a per-eived \gap" between what they urrently understand and what they believe they need to understand.As in the example of planning a skiing trip the person may elet a strategy for attempting to aessthat information. The �rst step is soure seletion. Choosing from a variety of searh engines. Forexample, the soures must be redible and ost e�etive.The information seeker must desribe the information they are seeking into a language that the systeman understand. This is the di�erene between formalized and ompromised statements of informationneeds. When onsidering how to express an information need, either to another person or to a system'ssearh engine, users may attempt to manage their information load, or to develop a ognitive frameworkwith whih to interpret their need. People may be trying to �nd fats, but in a larger ontext. Theyare often trying to make sense of a situation [19].Information seeking may follow from information needs. People tend to approah the at of �ndinginformation di�erently, depending on the individual. Everyone has a personal knowledge strategy, inwhih an order of operations, past experiene, and trusted soures all �gure. Given an information-seeking task, a person will think about the question(s), onsult their experiene, selet a strategy, seleta soure(s), and begin.Users may engage in \information triage"; they may determine the broad sope of the informationsought; what type of information is needed and what queries should be used to seek it.Individuals often onsider ost, quality, e�etiveness, and onveniene when determining a searh strat-egy. All of these riteria ontribute to an information resoure's pereived utility, whih largely deter-mines its appeal to users (3.3.3). Di�erent user interfae genres have been developed to highlight theutility of an information system. Users will often have a favorite information soure, based upon theirpereption of its utility and interfae design, that they regularly use �rst when seeking information.E�et of information systems on information seeking [4].Information seeking may fail Possibly beause the user's question was simply unanswerable, beausethe information is not inluded in the information system, or simply beause the user an?t �gure outhow to aess the information from the system. The latter ase is known as retrieval failure.
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Figure 3.7: A search may shift across social, accessibility, and quality levels as it is refined[49]. Everyday interaction
with information is often limited to conversations.

3.2.3. Access GenresThere are many ways of interating with information resoures. Combine oneptual models withinterative with real olletions. Browsing, searhing, and �ltering are general forms of informationsearhing, and form the aess genres that we will onsider here. Relates to information behavior andtasks. Some support information aess that is task-oriented. Others support \serendipity," or people'shane enounters with information that is useful to them even when they are not looking for it.
Filtering and AlertingSome types of information, suh as news, are streamed and that an be �ltering. A �lter has riteriaby whih inoming material will be judged; material that �ts the set of riteria will be allowed through,but material that does not will be �ltered out (Fig. ??). Antiipated information needs are served bysetting up a �lter.Filters an employ a range of tehniques. Some may be based on attributes of the messages suh as thesoure, a priority rating, or Some have the user speify spei� terms to enter. Suppose you wantedall of the news stories about California as they appeared on the news wire. You ould set up a �lterthat hanneled only stories ontaining the word \California" in the text to your aount. Filteringand RSS feeds. Others may attempt to infer the terms by observing the users hoies. Sometimes,�lters are known as \alerting servies" sine they notify you of the material and events in whih youhave expressed an interest. Rule-based �ltering. Most �ltering systems require users to enter termsthat are mathed to terms in the �ltered douments. Filtering systems that are adaptive, or learn auser's preferenes and apply �lters automatially, are being developed. These user models, also alled\impliit" models (as ompared to \expliit" models in whih the user selets the �lters) are designedto redue user work and more preisely apply �ltering terms. Filtering spam (10.3.2). Filtering webontent for hildren. eRules for proessing email ampaigns. Media aggregators and soial uration.
BrowsingBrowsing generally proeeds without a formal goal. That is, the material is interest but is part ofan ative task. Many serendipitous enounters with information will our as a result of aessinginformation in this manner. Browsing is well-supported with hypertext (2.6.0) beause it allows a userto easily follow a train of thought, or a series of related ideas. Hypertexts. Supporting browsing withinformation visualization. Browsing hierarhies. Linearity/non-linearity (hypertextuality) [34].
SearchingSearh is often problem-driven. When the user has a spei� information need, the user may be morelikely to ondut a searh. Searhing is distinguished from other means information searhing by theuser atively generating a query. If a searher is trying to obtain a opy of an item or doument thatthey know to be in a olletion, they are onduting a \known-item searh". Calling a video store to



3.3. Complex Questions and Searches 71ask if they have any opies of a movie is also a type of known-item searh. By ontrast to known-itemsearh, exploratory searh is aimed at getting a high-level overview. Exploratory searh many ombinebrowsing and searhing.We have already onsidered searhing strutured data sets (3.9.0). Searhing metadata versus full-textqueries with searh engines (10.7.4). We will onsider the details of searh engines later (10.7.4). Beausepeople do not know the details of the searh algorithms that a searh engine employs, they annot trulyoptimize their searhes. Rather, they may rely on mental models (4.4.4) of how the searh engines workand even what terms a given author may have used to express an idea.Searhing may employ of questions or queries. Questions are natural language expressions. They aremost ommonly employed when dealing with a human searh intermediary. This ould be an atualperson or a onversational agent (11.10.4). Queries and questions an be ategorized by (a) topi and(b) the kind of answer required. Queries are related to questions but are generally not true naturallanguage statements. Generally, they attempt to desribe attributes of the objets being sought aslosely as possible. Questions and question-answering systems will be onsidered in more depth in
(10.12.0).
3.3. Complex Questions and SearchesQuestions and queries an range from searhing for answers about simple fats (fatoids) to exeedinglysubtle or even unanswerable points. Consider the following omplex questions:

What is the second most deadly viral disease in Africa?
Are there any foods that are prohibited from being brought to Canada by tourists

who have been visiting Belgium?What's mores, searhes may also onfused or implausible, suh as: Who is the urrent king of Frane?Similarly, what is the atomi number of oal? Moreover, many questions have no de�nite answer. [35].It is helpful to know what kind of answer is expeted when setting out to answer a question. Somequestions do not atually seek to eliit information, but instead state an opinion or make a point. Couldwe make a taxonomy of question types? So, question taxonomies whih ategorize questions by thetypes of answers whih are expeted have been developed. Categorizing question types an get moreomplex when people are ironi. Categories of types of questions whih get asked (Fig 3.8). Thereare a variety of roles for information speialists beyond referene servies to ollaborative informationretrieval.
3.3.1. Strategies for Answering Questions with Informatio n SystemsSome queries are so omplex that they annot be answered diretly. One way to handle them is thebrake them into piees. Many strategies have been proposed for ombining those results. One way tobreak down a omplex searh is to analyze the sequene of steps required. Is it better to searh thatgoes from general information to spei� information? Or, would it be better to start with very spei�information and work bakward, aquiring ever more general knowledge?

Search StrategiesMany of these omplex searh strategies and are based on Boolean tehniques (3.9.2) are more produtivethan other searh proedures suh as a ranked-retrieval searh (10.9.2). Doing this allows for sequentialsearhes. It also suggests that a sequene of searhes that lead toward an answer of the original question.Several systemati strategies have been proposed. Some of these are based on just analysis of thequeries other strategies are based on analysis of the douments retrieved in initial queries (Fig. 3.10).A omplex task may require searhing a large number of information soures and the ultimate answermay involve the integration of many separate piees of information. Information from one soure an beused to double-hek the information from another soure. This is partiularly useful for heking thevalidity of informal soures. A neighbor's advie on a good restaurant (informal hannel) may provide
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Types of Answers Expected Examples

Assertion
Would you spell your name?

Request/Directive
Would you open the window?

Short Answer
Verification Is it raining?
Disjunctive Are you happy or sad?
Concept completion Who did this?
Feature specification What color is the dress?
Quantification How many people were at the last class?

Long Answer
Definition What is an “oxymoron”?
Example Can you give me an example of electron bonding?
Comparison What’s the difference between a beagle and a terrier?
Interpretation What does this mean?
Causal antecedent What were the causes of the Civil War?
Causal consequence What happened when you got elected?
Goal orientation What were you trying to accomplish?
Instrumental/procedural What are the items for the agenda?
Establishment Where were you on the night of October 17?
Expectational What did you think would happen?
Judgmental What was the importance of what she did?

Figure 3.8: A classification of questions based on the type of response expected (adapted from[33] with examples
added). Determining the question type helps in answering it.

(((master settlement agreement OR msa) AND NOT
(medical savings account OR metropolitan standard area))
OR s. 1415 OR (ets AND NOT educational testing service)
OR (liggett AND NOT sharon a. liggett)
OR atco OR lorillard OR ...

Figure 3.9: Fragment of a complex Boolean query. Specifically, this is a part of a search for a health items for court
documents from the tobacco settlement.valuable information that is unavailable by any other means, but onsulting the phone book (formalhannel) to determine if there is indeed any suh restaurant is a useful way to determine whether ornot the advie may be valuable.

Technique Description

Building Blocks The searcher identifies key parts of the problem, usually the most specific facets,
and searches for them first. Other facets are then added.

Successive
Fractions

A general query yields a large collection of documents. The searcher then
successively applies restrictions that narrow down the collection until only very
specific documents remain[26].

Pearl Growing Finding quality material often leads to other quality material. The user starts
with a small set of relevant documents and uses them to build outward.

Figure 3.10: Strategies for complex searching based on question analysis and on query reformulation following
inspection of documents returned by an initial search.For omplex Web searhes, a systemati approah is needed. For a omplex searh task, a searhershould not expet a single searh to be omprehensive, but should ount on performing several searhesto aumulate partial answers (Fig. 3.11).
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I do a fair amount [of preparation]. I always make a list of keywords, synonyms and alternate words,
and think about which words should be truncated. I think about what databases to search and make a
note of them. Then, as I do the search, I refine it and check off what I’ve searched. Depending on how
complex the search is and how many alternate terms it includes, my search plan is more like a diagram,
with several columns of alternate terms separated by the appropriate connectors.

Figure 3.11: A searcher’s description of strategies in preparing for searching[25].

The Dynamics of Information SeekingWhen people look for information, they need to make ertain deisions whether expliitly or impliitly.Looking for information takes e�ort. When trying to make a deision, how should we determine whenthe optimal amount of information has been found. The issues are when that transition ours andwhen to stop. Fig. 3.12 traks the hoies made by an individual during a searh[15]; that it is somewhathierarhial, with the initial, broad task oupying the most diretive position, with all the supportingtasks arrayed below it, and in a sense working for it. We an also note from this �gure that ompletinga task is not a one-step proess. Several stages must be negotiated before a result is ahieved. Thisis partly do to the omplex nature of some tasks, but also due to the fat that there is an interationbetween the user and the environment. Some tasks annot be done at just any time.

Figure 3.12: This problem-behavior graph trace of search behavior [15]. Actual searches are often non-linear.
(redraw) (check permission)Most web-based information ombines both searhing and browsing. Shared searh trails. Behaviorgraph.Determining the expeted value of information. What is the value of a weather foreast? How muhe�ort are you willing to put into olleting information. These an be alulated as the expeted valueof information [5] (8.13.2).Estimates of how muh information has obtained from eah soure and when that runs out, we stopseeking for information. Clues for estimating the value of information resoures. Surrogates. Rihnessof information resoures. Foraging theory [41] (Fig. 3.13).Foraging and the introdution of information systems. Amount of information versus The aurayof deision and on�dene judgments. The value of some information is understood only after seeingother information. Information sent is also related to relevane judgment fators (3.3.3). This is a typeof task spei�ation.A�et in information seeking.

Even More Complex QuestionsSome questions are so omplex that the an be deomposed and answered in piees. For instane \How
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Figure 3.13: Information seeking can be thought of a type of foraging[41]. Thus foraging theory descri how information
consumers will move from one information source to other information sources. (redraw)should we reform shools to provide the eduation for students?" Only fragmented lues about theman be gathered and some evidene supporting one position or another an be synthesized. A searhermay trade o� the e�ort required with the formality or detail of answer required (Fig. 3.7). Beyond theapability of individual researhers, organizational teams, and sholarly ommunities (9.0.0) an providemore detailed analysis of omplex issues. The �rst reation is to ask people who you know. Developinga soial network of reliable information resoures. Small worlds of knowledge. They know who knowswhat on whih they rely when needing an answer.

3.3.2. Reference ServicesIndividuals might need assistane in answering questions. They may not be familiar with the area theyare researhing. In suh ases, a human intermediary may help users to �nd information resoures.These may inlude questions about how to use referene materials as well as helping the person toanswer questions diretly. Customer servie (8.12.5). There are two levels of referene: First, �ndingauthoritative answers to a question. Indeed, there is a strong preferene for providing answers based oninformation resoures rather than providing personal opinions. Seond, teahing users how to answertheir own questions. This may go beyond simply answering the question. Indeed, the answer may notbe given diretly; rather, the referene servie may give pointers for the searher to �nd the answer forhim or herself. Provide instrution about the resoures.A searher may be unfamiliar with a �eld or its information resoures, so that an intermediary maybe of assistane. Intermediaries are speialists who help individuals meet an information need. Anintermediary often knows the types of soures available as well as general searh strategies; they employthese strategies to help the user frame a query more e�etively. An intermediary might ondut a\referene interview". The user does not neessarily have a lear piture of the issues they use whenthey desribe what they are looking for. In some ases, users may be onfused about the domain theyare studying or the nature of the information resoures they are trying to explore. A person mightwant to searh about treatments for sni�es, but they may really have a more serious health problemwhih, in turn, has been brought on by not paying their heating bills. Thus the question may beomehow to get those bills paid. Question answering as tutoring (5.11.3) and may require instrutional design
(5.11.3).Fig ??.

Figure 3.14: Information kiosks will answer questions but usually only within a limited domain.
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Question Answering ServicesQuestion answering from online ommunities (5.8.2).
Figure 3.15: Yahoo Answers supports cooperative question answering. Some quality control is provided by rating
of “the Answer”.

Figure 3.16: Service for contacting an information specialist. This web site provides listings an index of consul-
tants and in this case a consultant is located who specializes in financial implications of climate change policy by
consideration of descriptive terms. (check permission)Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) ompile questions whih are asked so often by a given populationthat it is easier to post an answer one so they an be browsed. Soial question answering. Minimizingthe e�et of spam with \the best answer". Soial searh (10.11.1) may used friend's pro�les as ontextto support searhing.

Search Intermediaries and Reference InterviewsAn e�etive referene interview may start with a lari�ation dialog. A �rst step in working withan individual might be to �nd about what they are trying to aomplish and why. In short, thisis determining a person's information needs (3.2.1). The intermediary may work with the patron todetermine what information will be of most use as well as exploring other parameters of the searhsuh as time and ost onstraints. Beause this involves the patron, this is also sometimes alledquery negotiation. The intermediary may attempt to develop a model of the user's state of knowledgeabout the problem the user is investigating. In neutral questioning [20] the intermediary omes tounderstand the user's questions from the user's viewpoint may be termed question negotiation. Leadingquestions an be avoided by using simple sentenes with a minimal number of assumptions. Many ofan information intermediary's ativities are similar to tutoring; they may assess the lient's informationneeds in muh the same way a tutor assesses the urrent state of a student's understanding (5.11.3).
Virtual Reference Services and Social Media Supported SearchReferene servies an be delivered remotely. by telephone, email, or hat. We an all these virtualreferene servies. The quality of the interation (e.g., soial presene) is a�eted by the rihness of themedium [3]. This an also be a step toward automated question answering (5.6.5) sine text proessingtehniques an be applied. Virtual referene desk interation via email. When referene interationvirtual and synhronous, the questioners an get information where and when they need it. Soialquestion answering (3.3.2). To the extent the interation is omputer-mediated, at least some of theresponses might be automated. Moving toward question answering systems (10.12.0) but interation onreferene may require many di�erent types of expertise. Soial searh in the sense of soial mediafailitating searh (10.11.1). Beyond question answering, a question referral system, as distint from aquestion answering system passes questions to experts. Workow for referene answering system. Or,
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Reliable Sources and Reference WorksIdentifying good information. Not only should the information be authoritative but It should be atan appropriate level. For example, book reommendations for hildren should usually be at a simplerreading level than for adults.E�etive referene servies should use quality information for searhes and refer the user to reliablesoures (5.12.2). There are some rules of thumb for that. Pages with itations are likely to be moreauthoritative than those without. Indeed, the referene servie should inlude showing the patron howto answer similar questions for themselves.These are standard ompilations whih are aepted to be autoritative. Ditionaries and de�nitions

(6.2.3). Atlas, Enylopedia. Phamaopia. Standard referene works. Authoritative works, websites,and databases. Referene olletion (7.1.3). Also, in siene referene data sets (9.6.0). Referene worksare based on the notion of authoritative resoures. Who deides what is authoritative. What kindsof authorities do we aept? (Fig. 3.17). Traditionally, well-regarded sholars were asked to prepareenylopedia artiles. This approah has been hallenged by Wikipedia in whih artiles are authoredand edited by ommunity onsensus. While Wikipedia has developed proedures to promote integrity
(10.3.2) they might be suseptible to a onerted attak.

Figure 3.17: Reference works, such as dictionaries and tables of scientific constants, provide standard and authori-
tative definitions. Typically, they are consulted about very specific questions.

3.3.3. Evaluating the Effectiveness of RetrievalHow do we measure the e�etiveness of di�erent searh and question answering tehniques? It seemsobvious that an information system should provide users with information that is relevant for tasks theyare trying to omplete. The information or information system must be both relevant to the user's needsand readily aessible (5.11.3). While measuring relevane is most often assoiated with Searh engines,it an also apply to many types of information aess suh as following hypertext links. Although, thesuess at answering omplex questions is is harder to measure. System evaluation (7.10.2). Linking asan indiation of relevane.
RelevanceEven for basi tehniques, the �rst problem is de�ning relevane itself. A lassi de�nition of relevaneis that a doument satis�es a person's information needs. However, that tends to onfuse the subjetof the doument with whether it is atually useful for the reader. Here, we will fous on relevane astopial relevane. In the simplest view, relevane is logially all-or-none. Either it ompletely satis�esthe user's needs, or it is termed irrelevant. While this position is arguable, it is often adopted in textretrieval researh beause it is neessary to make the alulations tratable (it is diÆult to alulateusing degrees of relevane). Sometimes, this property is termed \pertinene"[45]; that is, the doumentontent might be pertinent to an information need (3.2.1) but not relevant to a partiular searher who,for instane, may already be familiar with the laims disussed.



3.3. Complex Questions and Searches 77Relevane an be user-spei� depending on the individual, or even on the task in whih that individualis engaged. There an be di�erent levels of relevane, ranging from base-rate information to personalizeduser and task relevane. While measures of relevane are often highly subjetive, behavioral indiatorsof relevane an be observed by an outsider. The amount of time spent viewing a doument an be asign of relevane; this may be useful in personalizing relevane. Relevane from the user's viewpoint interms of ognitive omprehension. Personalized and momentary relevane. Leading the individual tounderstand the important dimensions to onsider. Counter to the eho hamber. Multiple editors toprovide a variety of opinions. Filter bubble. Serendipity. Hypertexts. User engagement.
Precision and Recall for RelevanceWhen we retrieve douments from a olletion, we would like to retrieve all relevant douments andas few non-relevant ones as possible. The proedure used an then be evaluated based on how wellthe return list mathes an independent rating of relevant douments. The most ommon metris formeasuring the quality of retrieval algorithms are \preision" and \reall". As desribed by the formulasbelow, preision tells us how relevant douments are in a list returned to a searh query. While preisionrefers to the number of relevant douments retrieved from one query out of the total number of relevantdouments in the olletion.

Precision =
number of relevant documents retrieved

number of documents retrieved
(3.1)

Recall =
number of relevant documents retrieved

number of relevant documents in the collection
(3.2)

Retrieval
Retrieved Non-Retrieved Total

Relevant Relevant 10 10 20
Not-Relevant 20 60 80

Total 30 70 100

Relevance Judgment Factors, Perceived Credibility, and Perceived RelevanceWhen a person views a doument or a doument surrogate after a searh, that person needs make adeision about whether a doument is relevant or not. After a searh, a list of surrogates for potentiallyrelevant douments may be presented (10.7.3). Based on these, the user often makes a quik judgmenton whether to examine the given set of douments further. \Relevane judgment fators" are aspetsof a surrogate that the user employs to deide whether to selet a resoure. These may inlude thequality of the author, and the length and apparent omplexity of a doument. Pereived redibility[43].Beause there are a variety of information soures that a person may selet from, the searher mayonsider whether a given soure is optimal or whether they should be swithing to another soure;they may judge the e�etiveness of an information soure. It is diÆult for users to know about therelevane of douments; rather, they judge the servie on impressions. Furthermore, it is diÆult toevaluate interative retrieval beause the results often depend heavily on the searher and the task.
Utility of Information ResourcesTopial relevane is only one fator that a�ets a user's deision to aess a doument. A doumentmay math a topi in whih the user is interested but still not meet a user's information need. It maybe written in a foreign language or it may be very similar to a doument that the user has alreadyexamined. In these ases, we may say that it is relevant but not \useful". Novelty, redibility, time alla�et utility. to retrieve, language, and ost. Measuring the value of information (8.13.3).

Utility =
Relevance ∗ V alidity

Work
(3.3)
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Evaluating Interactive RetrievalBeause omplex searhes are generally onduted as part of a larger ativity, it is important thatthe searh tools be helpful in ompleting that task. We should allow the user to interatively explorethe relevane judgment fators of the surrogate douments (3.3.3). Preision and reall simply measurethe performane of the searh algorithm; for useful retrieval, we are interested in how e�etively thealgorithm �ts the task, and, ultimately, in the quality of work produed from the interfae. Searhengine interfaes (10.7.3). These issues are also similar to the usability issue for other information systems
(7.10.2). Relevane judgment fators.
3.4. DecideAfter information is olleted it is often used for making deisions and those deisions are often atedupon. Evidene-based deision making { using data to make deisions. There is a range of omplexityand diÆulty in the omplexity of deisions. Simple deisions versus omplex deisions when theoutomes are not known [47]. Sometimes, aurate deisions an be made quikly by a person witha great deal of experiene. An expert is able to get rid of distrating information, experts beomeless prone to at on a hunh when a slightly more sophistiated deision model would do better [1].However, human deisions are not always aurate, as we disussed earlier, there are many biases inhuman information proessing. Here, we fous on deision formalisms, but later we'll onsider otherapproahes suh as ognitive distortions in human deision making and group deision making.Deision strategies vary widely. Human inferene and deision making (4.1.1). In some ases deisionare made after extensive analysis (3.4.2)and in some ases they are made very informally. Managers aresometimes told simply to make deisions based on their \gut". This an be a hallenge sine the mayshow biases in availability (4.3.4). It is also possible that formal models are being mis-applied.
3.4.1. Decision Strategies and FormalismsWhile we make lots of deisions without thinking muh about them, there are other deisions that weevaluate systematially. Here, we onsider some of the priniples for deision making. Some deisionsan be made by rule following and exat measurements while others are just based on judgments ofplausibility. Multi-riterion deision making. Sensitivity analysis. We onsider additional formalismsfor deision making. Sometimes, we don't know what the ritial features are. Feature analysis andlassi�ers. These proedures need to be balaned by reognition of the osts and bene�ts. Diret andindiret osts. Opportunity osts. Goals. Objetives, objetive hierarhy, multiple objetives.

Decision Rules and Decision TreesWhen a omplex deision needs to be made rapidly, it may help to have a pre-alulated tree of hoiesto guide a deision maker. Indeed, this minimizes the need to obtain and weigh omplex information.How should a busy dotor treat a patient for the possibility of a heart attak (Fig. 3.18). The simplestdeision trees have a Boolean OR of options; that is, every hoie has one or the other alternative.Furthermore, they are binary trees with exatly two (yes/no) hoies at eah level. Tehniques forlarifying possible deisions and laying out open possibilities, this method involves some of the downfallsof ategorization, as one is e�etively trying to ategorize deisions as \yes" or \no," when they maybe neither or both. Later we will onsider generalization of deision trees ( A.7.1). However, these arenot exible when onditions hange.Danger of applying deision tree too routinely. Part of medial deision making ((se:medialdeision)).
Decisions Based on Comparing Preferences for AttributesThere are many ways that a deision an be deomposed. Integrating many dimensions. There aremany deisions that require us to weigh the attributes of several di�erent hoies. That is, makinga deision in whih di�erent options have di�erent variables, pros and ons, assoiated with them.There are many strategies for these types of deisions. One way of looking at them is through pairedomparisons | this method of deision analysis is a good way of measuring the relative importane ofdi�erent options (Fig. 3.19). In it, omparisons are made between options one at a time, to see whih
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Minimum 24-hour systolic blood pressure > 93
yes no
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Figure 3.18: A decision tree for a hospital to use for determining a patient’s the chance of a heart attack[16].one is most important. The most important out of all of them would be the option that \won" moreof these head-to-head battles. Another approah would give weights to eah attribute and a numerisore ould be determined from that. ( A.9.4).
Type

Dimension Sedan Compact Sports Car Pickup Truck

Price Hi Low Hi Mid

Fun Low Low Hi Low

Durability Hi Mid Mid Hi

Safety Hi Low Low Mid

Seating Hi Low Low Mid

Other uses Mid Low Low Hi

Figure 3.19: Suppose you were deciding which type of vehicle to purchase; and have been rated on several
dimensions. What strategies might you adopt to narrow down the choices?Formal hoie theory and determining utility. Many of these fators depend on determining subjetivevalues and not easy to pin down, but there should be onstraints among them. For instane, transitivityshould hold.

Decision Making with Pressure, Uncertainty, and RiskMany deisions are made when there is little time pressure. Typially, this inreases ognitive load
(4.3.3) and options are not able to be explored fully. Unertainty and risk also a�et deision making.We an never have omplete on�dene that we have all the neessary information to make a deision.Deision-making ours in lassi�ation and reognition proesses. Sometimes, deisions must be madein a state of unertainty. This may be due to onfusing or inonsistent information (noise), or theremay be data that applies to more than one deision or possibility (overlap). Fig. 3.20 shows a deisionthreshold applied to data that is not easily separated between true information (i.e., whih is explainedby a model) and noise ( A.9.2). Indeed, there is in fat no way to separate them perfetly, so there willalways be some errors. \False alarms" ome from saying there was a hit when, in fat, there wasn't.\Misses" ome from saying there was no information when there atually was (Fig. 3.21).

RiskMany deisions involve risk. Risk models.
Decisions with Strategy: Game TheoryGame theory is an approah to understanding and prediting the hoies made by people when inter-ating with other people for a given set of payo�s. Game theory is an idealization but it does highlightsome types of deision making. Simple eonomi deisions (8.7.0) reet not only the individual's prefer-enes but also preferenes of others. That is, when two people interat, their ations a�et eah other,and the strategy produing the greatest bene�t to one individual over time may not be bene�ial to theother individual(s). Hene, an individual's optimal strategy may be either ompetitive or ooperative.In a ooperative strategy, some form of negotiation is usually required (3.4.4).
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Figure 3.20: A decision may involve finding a signal in a noisy environment. Whether a noise you hear is really your
doorbell. A decision cut-point is shown between the two distributions. In the middle, the two distributions overlap
and it is not possible to tell the distributions apart. (to be rendered)

Actual Signal
Present Absent

Yes Hit False Alarm
Observer’s (False Positive)
Judgment No Miss Correct Rejection

(False Negative)

Figure 3.21: 2x2 table for decision making. An effective decision policy would minimize the hits and correct
rejections. The observations might not be accurate since they might be due to noise, as suggested by Fig. 3.20.
(check permission)Game theory be useful for determining information seurity strategies. Game theory provides a modelfor omparing payo�s of interations between players. In this approah, \games" are modeled asinterations in whih eah player has several options. The hoies made in suh games will often tendtoward an equilibrium. With a �xed number of players and game rules, these games tend to simplifythe fators inherent in deision analysis. In a zero-sum game, the net payo� is �xed. What one personwins, the other person loses (Fig. 3.22). However, some other games an be \win-win" | both sidesome out better beause of the deal (Fig. 3.23).

Player A
A1 A2

Player B B1 1,-1 1,-1
B2 3, -3 5, -5

Figure 3.22: In this game, whatever on player wins is exactly balanced what the other player loses. The payoffs to
the two players always have a net of zero. This is “zero-sum" game. (merge with next figure on to same line)

Player A
A1 A2

Player B B1 -1,-1 -1,1
B2 1,-1 5, 5

Figure 3.23: In a win-win game, players can do better by coordinating with each other. In the example, Actions A2
and B2 give both players a better payoff than the other options.Additional examples in game theory ( A.9.3).QUOTE Collaborative multidisiplinary deision making using game theory and design apability in-dies ENDQUOTE

3.4.2. Decision Interfaces and Analysis: Decision Support Systems (DSS)Supporting reasoned deision making.



3.4. Decide 81While we have been onsidering the simple Look− >Decide− >Do model, for some tasks, there is a tightloop interation with a model whih helps in evaluating the impliations of various options prior tomaking a omplex deision. Tools for exploration and analysis prior to making a deision. Deisionaids.Colleting information may still be an important aspet. Information analysis. Competitive intelligene.Di�ering types of evidene for various judgments. Visualization tools (11.2.5).Deision support systems (DSS) are omplex task environments and tools that provide informationand analysis tools to support deision making. Ideally, the will redue ognitive load and provide theopportunity ritial thinking. A manager ould use a DSS to predit the pries to harge for widgetsher ompany is making. Suh tools are alled Management Information Systems (MIS) (7.3.2). Similarworkspaes are used for other appliations suh as sienti� researh (9.2.0). Intelligene analysis (7.11.1).Visual analytis (9.6.5). A spreadsheet is a simple deision support tool.Storing and interating with partial work produts.Deision support systems allow users to ollet and analyze information. Ideally, they world failitatee�etive deision models. The system might help to do this by analyzing the ost of similar produts,the ost of prodution and marketing, and the pro�t margin and growth the ompany hopes to ahieve.DSS systems may also provide a task environment (3.5.4). These environments provide tools (datasorting, searhing, representation, et.) spei�ally designed for a partiular task that allow a user tomake better deisions. Analyst's interfaes. Supporting explanations (6.3.4) with a type of disoursestruture. Inreasingly, suh systems inorporate task-oriented digital libraries inluding text resouressuh as news reports and qualitative data.Task-spei� desktops. Tool eologies (4.11.2). DSS appliations may also inlude geographi and re-soure onstraints. Similar projets for agriulture, water use, and biologial diversity. This ould alsoinludes GIS and even sensors (Fig. 3.24).

Figure 3.24: A decision support system which models the ecological dynamics of the Wadden Sea [7]. (check
permission)These systems allow users to move beyond simple deision making to planning for omplex ativities.Thus, they use strategi knowledge (7.3.6). Understanding signi�ant onepts a�eting the deisionan be based on onept analysis, or grouping objets (or ideas) by way of ommon properties. This,onept analysis an be used to onstrut a deision support system from existing information. In aomplex organization suh as a large business, for example, important data are often spread arossmany databases.DSSs are often used models to make foreasts. Statistial analysis applies probabilisti outomesto predit an outome (and therefore reommend a deision) and logial analysis determines whatoutomes ow diretly from the available information. DSSs often employ mathematial models suh



82 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13as regression and statistis ( A.10.1). Many of these problems an be avoided by basing foreasting onhigh-quality data. A DSS is built around a model or simulation. Simulation and multi-sale simulation
(9.5.0). Basing inferenes on funtional relationships. Sensitivity analysis (9.5.4). Provenane of evideneand deision support systems. Issue traking.There are problems in relying too muh on the validity of suh models (9.5.2).

Complex Decision Support (CDS)Complex deision support (CDS) beyond basi DSS. For instane, a business might be onerned withbroad issues of ompetitive intelligene. Supporting ritial thinking (5.12.0). Wiked problems. Someomplex deisions are really deisions about poliy or long-term strategies. These systems may useplanning models (3.7.2).
3.4.3. Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS)Group-generated solutions an sometimes be better than individual solutions; they utilize many mindsand a olletive repository of experiene instead of relying on the judgment of one person. Here wedisuss the tehniques for re�ning the ideas a group generates. Argument and debate help to illuminateissues. Argumentation systems (6.3.5). Group dynamis (5.6.0). Groupwork systems and CSCW. Weshould distinguish between partiipatory systems and group systems. Later, these will be extended tothe onsideration of soial deision marking (8.4.3). Distributed ognition (5.6.1).

Supporting Collaborative BrainstormingStages of problem solving. Given a spei� projet or deision, many groups start by generating ideas{ brainstorming. The typial brain-storming ativity begins with a free expression of lots of ideas. Themain objetive is quantity, not quality. While ruial at later stages, ritiism is a distint disadvantagewhen applied too early in the idea generation proess. Indeed, anonymity an often be an advantage inallowing people to express their opinions freely. These ideas an then be lustered into ategories forfurther disussion with an aÆnity diagram.Collaborative workspaes. Awareness of ommon goals. Collaborative disussion, analysis, and argu-mentation systems. Wikis (10.3.2) for disussions in a ommunity of pratie. Ad ho roles for membersof disussions in ollaborative teams. Task groups.
Group Analysis of Complex ProblemsOne aspet of ollaborative work. Many groups are organized with individuals representing di�erentonstituenies or expertise. Another strategy for olleting information relevant a topi is to system-atially ollet opinions from a variety of experts and stakeholders. Levels of expertise. Experts in avariety of areas should be inluded. This might inlude, for instane, speialists on ontent, on taskrequirements, and system development.

Figure 3.25: A whiteboard interface that allows users to share comments about displayed objects. In this case, it is
used by virtual math teams[6].



3.4. Decide 83The seletion of the group members an be randomized, or determined based on domain knowledge.This is a highly strutured method of group deision generation. In this format, it is neessary tostruture the questions and responses in a way that provides a usable set of data. The primary methodof aomplishing this is by providing a systemati analysis of the pratial or possible alternatives to agiven situation, thereby foring the assembled group of experts to vote for only one of a predeterminedlist of answers. One example is the Joint Appliation Development (JAD) proedure whih is a groupdesign and deision-making tehnique for systems analysis and reation whih we will disuss later
(7.9.1).One example is the Delphi method for generating preditions about omplex issues (Fig. 3.26). TheDelphi method attempts to avoid the major drawbak and struture the group interation by reating aontinuous feedbak loop of questions, or series of surveys. This method posits that the appropriate listof questions or alternatives will eventually be negotiated and a onsensus reahed through the feedbakyle. Delphi has many appliations, inluding publi poliy. The entire proess is also onsiderablyenhaned by the power of omputers to failitate the tehnique The main diÆulty is seleting anappropriate (or aurate) list of alternatives. [?, ?℄. The multiple experts not only bring multipleperspetives but they also bring a range of professional values. However, Delphi works best for highlyfoused tasks. Indeed, it remains unlear that even so-alled experts an e�etively disentangle omplexsituations.
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Figure 3.26: Schematic of the Delphi method for analyzing alternative paths in complex problems.

3.4.4. Negotiation and MediationA negotiation is a dialog whih tries to ahieve a ompromise aross several dimensions whih maybe viewed as the best alternative for eah of the parties. In many ases, the value of attributes isdi�erent for the two sides so the ompromise means �nding ombinations of attributes that work forboth. Fig. 3.27 shows the path of a hypothetial negotiation to �nd an equilibrium that is aeptableto both sides.Game theory (3.4.1) usually assumes no interation between the parties, but of ourse, some onitsbetween people an be resolved by the sides working together to �nd a ompromise whih best �ts theneeds of eah side. Negotiation involves many fators. Negotiation analysis to support negotiation.Compromise is needed to satisfy onstraints from many sides of an issue.Negotiation is a proess of reahing deisions between two people or groups. Making deisions is animportant part of a negotiation. Earlier negotiation was desribed as a soial proess (3.4.4). Here weonsider the individual deisions that have to be made during formal negotiations. Beause the proessof formal negotiation is omplex, a \negotiation support system" ould be developed[42]. A system suhas this would help negotiators understand the full impliations of their own positions and what theyhave to bargain with, as well as the same fators on the other side of the table.It's generally useful for a negotiator to have a strategy. Reservation prie is the lowest prie for whiha negotiator an part with a produt or servie. With regard to produts, the reservation prie may
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Figure 3.27: Negotiation can be thought of as finding the compromise between the two sides (A and B). In this
example, five sets of tradeoffs between those factors are examined. Through negotiation two equalize values of
the outcomes The lines indicate reservation values — minimum acceptable values for negotiation. A reasonable
solution for both parties falls on the diagonal, as far out as possible.be tied diretly to prodution osts, for example. Another is to adopt an Alternative to a NegotiatedAgreement (BATNA), it is the ourse of ation a negotiator would take if negotiation were to fail.These elements form the bedrok of deal making; they are the limits past whih no onessions will begranted by the parties in question. In a negotiation with a ar salesman, the buyer's BATNA mightbe the prie that the ar dealership aross the street is o�ering for the same ar | all things beingequal, it does not make sense for the buyer to agree to pay a prie that is higher than that whih theyan get elsewhere. If the ar salesman knows this then they should be willing to go below the otherdealership's prie (only to the point of their own reservation prie, however) to make the sale. However,all things are not always equal. Deadloks between negotiating positions an sometimes be broken byadding new dimensions to the negotiation. In the example above, it might be wise for the buyer toaept a higher stiker prie if the salesman was able to o�er a lower �naning perentage.These strategies are elements of \distributive bargaining", that is a negotiation in whih the partiipantsare attempting to seure for themselves as muh of a limited ommodity as is possible. This formof bargaining an be ontrasted with \integrative bargaining," in whih partiipants work to reahagreements that prove to be mutually bene�ial. Often this means atively seeking potential areasof ollaboration outside of the initially oneived domain of negotiation. Integrative bargaining anprovide a ommon resoure for all sides of a negotiation.There may not be an orderly framework for a negotiation. Conit resolution ombines �nding anaeptable equilibrium for eah side and a proess for reahing it. Saving fae. Build down. Thereis a ontinuum { from onit to oniliation. Mediation and ollaborative mediation an failitatereahing a deision. Pratial steps in getting people to view and aept the alternatives in a di�erentway. Handling onit in distributed teams and with di�erent ommuniation modalities.

3.5. Do: TasksThe \Do" part of the look-deide-do look applies more generally to all tasks.Simple ation. Commitment or omplex ations. Coordination and management. Information isembedded in proedures whih may not be able to be artiulated. Commitment to ation.Ativities, tasks, sheduling, oordination. Projet management. Coordinating related types of ativi-ties.
3.5.1. Procedures and ProcessesLinearize formal spei�ation of workow (3.10.2). Moreover, reipes need to be omprehensible. Reipes(Fig. 1.5). Fig. 6.50 emphasizes the ontext of ations.Work as pratial ation. Related to briolage and planning. Work is omposed of ativities. Workpratie. How tasks and information are passed between people. Artiulation. Pratial ation versusoÆe proedures. Situatedness of work.
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3.5.2. Allocating Organizational ResourcesOne a deision is reahed, whether by an individual or an organization, it needs to be implemented.Job spei�ation and swithing Management (8.11.0). Gap analysis between what is needed and whatis doable. As we shall see later, approahes to planning an be formally spei�ed for some tasks (3.7.2).The key in deiding when more work is needed and when to stop. Then, one a deision is reahed,it needs to be implemented. Some tasks are omplex and are not well modeled by a hierarhy. Adeision about a type of medial treatment may involve many details and may have many impliationsin following through.Employees. Job analysis. Division of labor. Job desription and what's needed to satisfatorilyomplete a job: Knowledge, Skills, Attributes. Mytial man-month.Changing skill requirements.We have used the Look→Decide→Do model to desribe the proess by whih we aomplish an ation.As we desribed earlier, this is an approximate strategy. Eah phase of the overall model may inludeseveral repetitions of the entire yle. Partiularly within the Look phase, the Look→Decide→Do modelmay need to be applied to a sub-task. In this sense, the Look phase is not as muh a ontent-diretedplan as it is a strategy for �nding answers. The step-wise model often works well for simple tasks, butinformation seeking an be signi�antly more tangled when performed for omplex tasks (Fig. 3.29).Furthermore, the tasks have to be mapped to the abilities and available time for individual workers.Work breakdown strutures. Coordination (3.5.3). Artiulation work (5.6.2).
Task1 Task1

Look1 Look1

P lan1 P lan1

Do1 Do1

SubTask1.1 SubTask1.1
Look1.1 SubTask1.2
Decide1.1 Look1.1
Do1.1 Look1.2

SubTask1.2 Do1.1
Look1.2 Decide1.1
Decide1.2 Decide1.2
Do1.2 Do1.2

Figure 3.29: For the Look > Decide > Do sequences, like other tasks, the collection and use of information
many be formalized as a hierarchy (left). However when executed (right), information tasks will probably not follow
a simple hierarchical structure.The implementation of deisions, espeially those requiring oordination among several omponents,requires management (8.11.3). The overall proess is intriately tied to eah individual phase, and anyhanges to an individual part will reate a ripple-e�et of hanges to the subsequent parts.Within an organization, management and the way that deisions are implemented an a�et this type ofunformed, hanging proess. A system that enourages improvisation as well as imposing onstraints |



86 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13sheduling ativities to minimize ontext swithing, for example | lends itself to this type of situation.A philosophy of \get started and then see where we are" may adapt to hanging needs and goals betterthan one that advoates plowing through a detailed plan only to �nd that the plan doesn't onnetall exeptions. A �nal step is the assignment of individuals to omplete spei� jobs. Individuals mayhave skills whih have to onsidered in the job assignments.
3.5.3. Coordinating People (or Autonomous Agents)When people or other agents work together, they need to oordinate. Formal desription and soialaspets. The soial aspets may range from politeness to leadership. Two approahes: formal modelsand soial oordination. Coordination and dependenies. Coordination as part of goal-seeking. Agentsompleting tasks in multiagent systyems. Agent ommuniation (6.5.3).

Formal Description of CoordinationTop-Down Coordination. For omplex ativities there are dependenies among resoures and otheragents and oordination is needed to make them ow smoothly. Coordination is a funtion of ommongoals, shared knowledge and individual interation. For instane, when two or more people interatthey must oordinate the mehanis of the interation; yielding the oor to let other people partiipatein a disussion (6.4.2) is one example. Workow (3.10.2).Artiulation.Systems, formal and informal, exist for the mediation of interation. Some of these interation onven-tions may be task-dependent dynamis, suh as those having to do with assigned roles and onsensus-building, while others are more general and are often tait soial systems. While group oordinationis often failitated by soial bonding and emotional ontent, it is interesting that the oordination ofomputerized agents or servies may also follow priniples similar to those seen in the oordinationof individuals in groups. In so doing, the agents and servies are attempting to simulate an organiproessing model that more losely mirrors the natural world. Coordination (Fig. 3.30). Dependen-ies. Flow: pre-requisite, \aessibility, and usability. Sub-types of ow dependeny: prerequisite,aessibility, usability. Synhronization. Appliation in business proess engineering (8.11.2).E�ets of hanging oordination and suess in aomplishing proesses in a omplex system.Synhronization. Parallel routing example. Deadlok.
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Figure 3.30: Three basic coordination structures (Fit, Flow, and Share) between activities (rectangles) and resources
(circles) (adapted from[38]).A group, whether a group of human beings or a group of omputer agents, an be seen as ooperatingagents. Coordination an managed by ontrolling ows between the agents.

Coordination in Groups and TeamsCoordination and ollaboration. Dependenies. Managing shared resoures, managing produe on-sumer onstraints, managing simultaneity, managing the task-subtask relationship[38]. Coordination inteam games (5.8.2).Coordination is a neessary element of any e�etive group interation. Coordination involving peoplean be muh more subtle. Coordination in soial interation via norms. Workow as oordination.Task assignment. Parallel omputing.Coordination of people also requires shared goals.



3.5. Do: Tasks 87Parallel proessing. Management (8.11.0).The amount of work that gets done is redued by the amount of e�ort required to oordinate amongthe partiipants. These tradeo�s also apply to the oordination of several omputers working to solvea problem. Some tasks, suh as multipliation, are easily modularized and an be distributed arossdi�erent proessors. Other tasks, suh as generating statistial models, need to be foused on oneproessor. The degree of oordination between proessors often depends on how the problem is dividedbetween them. Maximizing the omputing power of the available resoures requires areful designonsiderations | these will inlude the task to be aomplished, the omputing that the task requires,and how the work requirements are distributed throughout the system. With no oordination ost,additional proessors have a linear e�et on the amount of omputing (Fig. ??) that is able to beaomplished. When there are substantial oordination osts between proessors, less work is able tobe done. The dynamis of oordination osts and proessing power in omputer systems are remarkablysimilar to the model for the same fators within human groups. When a group of people work togetheron a projet, progress on any one task may be slowed to enable interation the members. In moreomplex settings, oordination may also involve ompromise, ontrats, trust (5.2.3), and negotiation
(3.4.4), whih further slows the progress. Coordination mehanisms are needed. Agent oordinationlanguage (6.5.3).

Figure 3.31: Coordination costs affect the amount of work that gets done by a group of processing units – whether
people or computers.

3.5.4. Task EnvironmentsWork is onation of person, task, and tools. The simple Look-Deide-Do model is too simple for manytasks. There is a o-evolution of the information possessed and the understanding of the task to beompleted. Eologies are often related to task environments. Muh of this is interfae design (4.8.0) butit goes beyond a narrow view of the interfae and onsiders broader task framework and organizationalneeds.
Information Behaviors for Specific Tasks, Situations, and ProfessionsWould like to math information servies provided to the users of seondary information resoures suhas atalogs (2.4.3) and assistane suh as referenes servies (3.3.2). Information interation in the family.Just as we foused on information behavior as an important aspet ase of information we an fous onusability haraterists for information searh behavior. For instane, in a risis, people show distintpatters of information seeking (8.6.4).Intentionally shielding information from others. Information poverty [18]Communities of pratie (??). Hobbyist information. Health information (9.9.0) suh as the use ofeletroni health reords. Information behavior of sientists (9.2.0).How people interat with email items and olletions. personal information management (4.11.0).
Information Environments, Learning Environments, and Work EnvironmentsAn information workspae is an area whose purpose is primarily the aquisition of information. Alibrary, may also be onsidered an information workspae. whih o�ers a range of information resoures



88 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13are determined by the olletion seletion poliy. Bring the information to where people need it whenthey need it. Moreover, as with libraries, the ontent needs to be updated and managed (7.2.2). Theymay inlude libraries, arhives of email, and ollaborative work environments and they an be thought ofas eologies of information resoures. The quality of information an be evaluated with an informationaudit. The role of libraries in information environments is hanging. Learning environments (5.11.7).Information genres �lling the nihes. Information poverty.Universities (8.13.2).
Work Environments Workspaes should be designed to support the user's tasks. In some ases, thismeans just the tools that are needed to do a spei� task. In other ases, a exible and wide-rangingset of tools is needed. Typially, these are highly interative servies whih are not easily deomposed.

Information

Resources
-� Worker -�

Notes & Analysis

Artifact

Figure 3.32: The transactional model of information and review is typical of complex tasks such as problem solving,
planning, and design.The task analysis an help in seleting and oordinating tools. Considering tasks in a broader ontextsuh as the overall goals of an organization. A partiularly lear example of the way whih the look >

decide > do model is simplisti is that it does not desribe the proedures for ritial thinking (5.12.0).We onsider the hallenges in developing a sholar's workstation [23].
Desktops and Beyond There are several familiar genres of information workspaes and they aresuitable for di�erent tasks. The desktop has many �les and douments. Portals are the entry points toWeb-based resoures. Metaphor based design potentially enhanes learnability.Many other models. Beyond the desktop [30] Types of tasks. Immersive environments. CVEs. Mobileenvironments. Loose sense of plae for information as suggested by the desktop metaphor.A work environment provides sets of resoures readily available for the task at hand. The \desktop" isthe dominant work environment for personal omputing. It is a type of hypermedia appliation (11.1.5);it has sets of exible tools and resoures available in an environment. Desktops are also sometimesdesribed as ontrol panels and dashboards. Diretories and folders are often used to organize personalinformation and software resoures are often kept in folders. Who does the design and what is theirunderstanding of the task.The tools may inlude doument management systems or more broadly, general information eologieswhih are sets of inter-related information resoures. The soial and organizational strutures suhinter-related information resoures an support. The workspae inludes other tehnologies and otherpeople.

Figure 3.33: Controls for the workspace on a PDA.Inreasingly, multiple environmental devies for interation. Ideally, seamless interation.Time-ritial task environments Some tasks are time ritial and have high demands on attention. These



3.6. Entertainment, Engagement, and Experience 89inlude airraft okpits and medial emergeny rooms. These environments need to support deisionmaking when ognition is resoure limited. That is when there's just not enough human omputationalresoures to reah a valid answer in the time available. Design inludes layout for displays. Deliveringthe right information just when it is needed. Limited task awareness. Monitoring work ativities. Evenmore e�etive would be an interfae whih was responsive to attention. Multi-tasking and ognitiveresoure alloation.
Tools, Tools Design, and Tool EcologiesSome routine tasks an be ompleted with only one tool but most non-routine and omplex tasks requirea set of tools. Any set of tools need to oordinate e�etively. An alternative approah is to redesignthe tasks. (3.8.3, 8.11.2). Creating tools that failitate interations. Completeness and ease of use.Tradeo� of the what the tools an aomplish and what the user will do. Sets of tools should interoperateand these should be ontinuity/onsisteny of the interation (3.8.3). Balane between tools and tasksare exible and tools that are well oordinated to omplete spei� tasks. Some environments requireusers to de�ne subsets of tools. Other task environments apply some algorithms for determining theoptimal subset of tools.Relationship to HCI ((se:HCI)). One e�etive tehnique drops the tools from the ative toolbar but stillallows the user to get to them. Some toolsets may be tailored to very spei� tasks while others maybe tailored for very spei� tasks. Flexible environments versus tailored environments. An exampleof this is a biologial-story-telling environment (9.2.3). Everyday users often work on several tasks atone time, so a desktop may require maintaining several threads at the same time. Visions of futureomputing environments [14]. Contrast with the notion of disruptive tehnologies.
Coordinating Complex Information Activities and Streams Prioritizing information aess for users.

3.6. Entertainment, Engagement, and ExperienceEntertainment shares many aspets of information inluding being stored by information systems.Given our broad de�nition of information, we argue that some information simply instills emotion.While entertainment often emphasizes emotional reations, quite a bit of entertainment is also infor-mative. We an learn about how people at under pressure from movies and novels. Some informationseeking, suh as reading the newspaper, an be entertainment and playing some games an be edua-tional. On one hand, it seems like some entertainment is about mood optimization. A horror movieseems to provide an emotional jag rather than reduing unertainty about the future. In any event,the tehnologies for managing entertainment and for information overlap so muh that we onsiderthem together here. On the other hand, it is useful to separate a�et from information. Narrative.Entertainment behavior. Emotional ontent needs to be reoniled with information. Emotional mayhanges the representation but often in a transient way. Entertainment is also often a soial proess.Engagement. Casual games.
3.6.1. Trans-mediaCross-platform. Common bakstory.
3.6.2. Affective NeedsA�etive needs. A�etive relevane.How and when people seek entertainment (4.6.2).Leisure information behavior. Entertainment does not attempt to develop abstrations. Finding allthe information available on a topi. Information behavior a�eted by mobile devies. Informationbehavior is a�eted by the users' emotional state.

Interactive Mood ControlMood management (4.6.2). Not just a�et ontrol but allowing mood ontrol from external agents
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Figure 3.34: Left: The Fox and the Grapes from Aesop’s Fables [8]. Right: the Hip-Hop artist Public Enemy.
Entertainment can also provide information. (check permission)

Figure 3.35: Cyber-drama.

(11.11.1).
3.6.3. Social dimensions of entertainmentSoial exhange. Soiability.

Using Technology for Social Activity ManagementWaiting for a table to be alled at a restaurant. Sheduling leisure time ativities as in an amusementpark.
3.7. Problem Solving and PlanningProblem solving, planning, and design are related to deision making. They all involve working towarda goal. All omplex tasks involve omplex analysis and deision making. The issues are interwovenbut have di�erent emphases. As we noted above, several models for interation of information anddeision making. We often �nd several kinds of information resoures being used for this type of task.Complex tasks are those whih involve the ompletion of many sub-tasks. They are often desribed asrequiring problem solving, planning, or design. These task types di�er primarily by their relationshipto predetermined goals; that is, what ativities are neessary to omplete the goals.
3.7.1. Problem SolvingBasi problem solving �nds a way to getting around an obstale to reahing a goal. Problem solving anbe onsidered a task that often onsists of a series of tasks. Problem solving with minimal informationolletion. It requires a task environment to determine the history, onstraints, and intriaies of theproblem. Problem solving an inlude analysis of omplex tasks and simple tasks, negotiation, and evengroup interation with group deision support systems. The abilities of people engaged in everydayproblem solving suh as automobile mehanis. Diagnosis (4.4.5).

Problem AnalysisPeople enounter many obstales to ompleting tasks and they need to develop strategies for getting



3.7. Problem Solving and Planning 91around them. Sometimes, a systemati proedure for dealing with an obstale an be applied to reah asolution. People who engage in these ativities must represent the problem, its intriaies, and the rangeof task solutions to that problem. Often there are onstraints suh as deadlines or lak of informationwhih ompliate these strategies and eliminate possible solutions to the problem as options. Thereording of suh solutions an lead to a more eÆient overall operation if the obstales are likely to beenountered again. Other times, there is no easy solution and tradeo�s between the real and the idealsolution may be required.Ignoring irrelevant details. Framing the problem. The range of options to explore, or the total number ofpossible ations given the desired end-state. Some problems are able to be deomposed into �ner steps.Eah of those steps an be solved. The original onstraints on the proesses is known as the problemspae and the result is the solution spae. (Fig. 3.36). Identifying and naming the major omponentsare the �rst step. Problem solving as searh in a problem spae In this view, the fundamental task isoneptualizing and reoneptualizing the problem spae.
Problem

Space -
-
- Solution

Space

Figure 3.36: Problem solving tries to find a path from the definition of the problem, the problem space, to the range
of possible answers, the solution space.Colletion of information to assist in problem solving (3.2.0). Tool kits for ompleting the problemsolving. Objets, XML, and Java. Eifel.

Algorithms: Procedures for Solving ProblemsSome problems an be solved diretly by applying a known proedure. To give a simple example, thereis a well-known proedure for subtrating a smaller multiple-digit number form a larger one. Given aproblem of that nature, one simply applies the proedure to the spei�s of the situation and alulatesan answer Fig. 3.37 shows an ativity diagram for subtration. In suh ases, problem solving onsistsof simply �nding an appropriate set of rules. Algorithms are abstrat proedures whih at on dataheld in data strutures.�� ��First Column -��
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Figure 3.37: An activity diagram illustrating borrowing which is a simple algorithm to do subtraction.Some slightly more omplex problems are omposed of several parts but eah of those parts an besolved by the appliation of an algorithm. problems an be solved simply by deomposing them intosimpler problems for whih a known Algorithmi thinking and omputer programming an be helpful forstruturing some types of problem solving. In this view, struturing the problem is the main hallenge.Not all problems an be diretly solved by algorithms but some of them an be deomposed and thenalgorithms applied to piees. The easiest way to deompose a problem is into a hierarhy. For moreomplex problems, other strategies an be applied. Some simple strategies inlude: identifying keyelements of the problem; utilizing available expert advie and tehnology; onsidering a problem'ssimilarity to other, already solved problems (applying a known proedure); this an be done by solving



92 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13one element of a problem at a time; and, perhaps, by re-oneptualizing the problem.Problem Solving and Learning. Pattern reognition - mathing to outomes. SOAR. Chunking. Learn-ing by applying algorithms. Tutoring systems (5.11.3) are relatively e�etive in support of these typesof ativities.
Tractability and Efficiency of ComputationsAlgorithms are often spei�ed using programming languages ( A.5.0). Information-limited versus omputational-resoure limited problems. Algorithms (3.7.1,  A.5.0) versus brute fore solutions. The eÆieny of analgorithm an make the di�erene between a problem being tratable or not. Getting the answer fast.programming languages. Some important problem are essentially not solvable without the appliationof spei� algorithms. (Fig  A.47). Computational eÆieny (3.7.1). Algorithmi omplexity measures

( A.5.3). 0Z0l0Z0ZZ0Z0Z0l00ZqZ0Z0ZZ0Z0Z0Zq0l0Z0Z0ZZ0Z0l0Z0qZ0Z0Z0ZZ0Z0ZqZ0
Figure 3.38: The 8-queens problem demonstrates the value of algorithms to solve problems that are very difficult
to solver by trial-and-error. The queens need to be lined up so that no two are on the same vertical, horizontal or
diagonal row.

Strategies for Increasingly Complex ProblemsStrategies for searh omplex problem spaes to �nd an answer (Fig. 3.39). Pik solutions whih reduethe hypotehsis spae. This is typial of diagnosis ((se:disgnosis)). The most e�etive strategy dependson the situation; likely, every problem and strategy will fae real world issues and onstraints. Theproblem solver must explore the options within a problem spae and determine the possible strategy.Example of means-end analysis. Find the di�erene between the urrent state and the target state.Pik and implement a method whih redues the di�erene.
Strategy Description

Means-ends analysis (Goal-seek analysis) Work backward from goals.

Generate-and-test Propose solutions, try them, and then evaluate the outcomes.

Analysis-by-synthesis Assemble the solution from an understanding of the components re-
quired to complete a task.

Figure 3.39: Some approaches for complex problem solving.

Figure 3.40: A person starting at S and trying to find a target (F) in a maze with a simple tree-like structure might
apply a simple rule of always taking the left branch until reaching a dead-end. The person would then “backtrack” to
the nearest choice point and try following that with a left-hand rule.



3.7. Problem Solving and Planning 93Blakboard systems. Seletively �ltering the most promising alternatives.Group problem solving. Problem Struturing Methods (PSM).Given all of the emphasis on tasks, we an ask about reativity. But, that it is a very di�erent type of\task".Reasoning by analogy (4.3.4).
Especially Complex and Wicked ProblemsSome problems are so diÆult, there's not lear model for solving them and they an't be easilydeomposed into simpler units. The solutions are often haraterized as the lesser of two evils. Theseare alled \wiked" problems [44]. They generally require understanding omplex interations amongseveral interloking problems. The issues surrounding global warming or ending terrorism are so tangledthat there is no ideal solution. In any event, analysis of these tasks requires ritial thinking (5.12.0).They may bene�t from systemati analysis suh as from issue-based analysis (6.3.5). These are often theresult of omplex systems. \Systems thinking" looks at the relationship among aspets of the problem.System dynamis ( A.10.2).Senario visualization.
ExpertiseWhat is an expert? Expertise is highly situational. Expert systems ( A.7.3). Can a�et features seletionin problem analysis. Finding expertise. Expertise in hess. Experts tend to spend more time in problemanalysis and develop a riher problem representation.

3.7.2. PlanningPlanning develop strategies for the future ation. It inludes long-range planning suh as for retirementor planning very immediate tasks suh as baking ookies. Planning and language generation. Planningis often used for projet management (8.11.3). Developing proedures for unstrutured tasks. DiÆultyof strategi planning [40]. Representations of plans. Some plans are �xed or deterministi while othersare semi-strutured or even just a rough sketh. Enterprise resoure planning. Planning and language.Constituent planning.Planning system appliations. Conversational agents. Coordinated ativity and shared plans. Plan-ning a omplex system suh as a omplex engineering projet. This feeds logistis (8.12.1) and projetmanagement.
Simple PlansOne again, hierarhies are helpful. In simple planning, ations are deomposed into a hierarhy ofgoals and sub-goals (3.5.2). These hierarhies an be useful for analyzing problems and onstruting anorganized method for dealing with them. That may be implemented by a goal hierarhy (Fig. 3.41).

Goal 1
Subgoal 1.1

sub-Subgoal 1.1.1
sub-sub-Subgoal 1.1.1.1

sub-Subgoal 1.1.2
sub-sub-Subgoal 1.1.2.2

Subgoal 1.2
sub-Subgoal 1.2.1
sub-Subgoal 1.2.2

Figure 3.41: A goal hierarchy.

Complex, and Dynamic PlansPlanning is more omplex when the ativities an be easily organized into a hierarhy, when there



94 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13is unertainty in some element, or when there are di�erential osts. One strategy for dealing withunertainty is to analyze its soure. By onentrating �rst on areas of unertainty, a planner anattempt to either eliminate the unertainty, or to devise a plan in whih the unertainty does notfator. Another strategy for planning around unertainty is to allow for a range of outomes plan foreah aordingly. To make plans, an agent needs some estimate of the osts and bene�ts of the options.Senario development is often the �rst step in planning.Dynami planning shemati (Fig. 3.42).
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Figure 3.42: Schematic of a dynamic planning system. (check permission)Trajetories through spae and soial situations.Situated planning.Task sheduling is planning the sequene in whih tasks are ompleted. This is a part of projetmanagement (8.11.3) and supply-hain management. The outome of planning may be unertain, sothe results must be monitored with the possibility in mind of revising the proess. In these ases,planning involves estimating probabilities. Plans may have to evolve to meet unexpeted onditions,so exibility must be built into the planning proess. In still other ases, \ontingeny plans" mayhave to be adopted when the original plan falters. In general, formal (AI) planning models do not takeontext into e�et.Proess support systems.Planning a searhing as a state spae. Plan graphs. Shedules are often optimized with onstraint sat-isfation (3.7.2). Examples of hard and soft onstraints. Constraint proessing. Constraint satisfation.From onstraints to optimization. Cost optimization. Over-onstrained problems.Contingeny planning.Heuristis and onstraint proessing. Heuristis for knowledge disovery (9.2.2).Planning omplex oordinated situations.Partial order planning.
Generative PlanningPlanning and agents (7.7.8). Planning of natural language. Planning and design. Planning and dramamanagement.Adversarial situations (7.11.0). Game theory (3.4.1). Mission modeling in adversarial situations (Fig. 3.43).
Plan RecognitionWhen wath another person, we try to understand their goals and how they are trying to aomplishthose goals. When driving and we see somebody ide the side of the road, we may antiipate from theirloation and their manner that they are planning to ross the street, and we may slow down aordingly.This is related to attribution (5.5.2) whih is the soial psyhologial approah to determine how people
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Figure 3.43: Adversarial planning is essential in chess. (check permission). (VAST).assign responsibility. Other tehniques inlude probabilities[17] and Bayesian models ( A.8.2) for plans inunertainty environments. DiÆulty of deteting reeption. BDI (6.5.3).While plan reognition attempts to ategorize ativities as indiators on plans, when there is suÆientdata available it is possible to use brute fore statistis without inferring a plan.
Repairing Broken PlansSome plans will fail. Apollo 13 was going to the moon. Every detail of the trip had been planned. But,half way to the moon, an oxygen tank blew up and the rew had to improvise simply to survive [37].This is an example of the need for adaptive plans, plans for unstrutured tasks, and repairing brokenplans. Exeption handling. This requires improvisation, use of the tools at hand, or \briolage" [22].Replanning.Despite detailed planning, events may not follow the plan; that is, the plan may be \broken". Theweather may be unooperative and slow onstrution, a ritial piee of equipment may not be reeived,or a key employee may be indisposed. There should be a fall-bak position. Proedures need to beadapted to spei� situations.

Figure 3.44: “Houston, We’ve Had a Problem”. After the Apollo 13 accident, the oxygen supply for the crew was
endangered. A canister was improvised to filter the air.

3.8. Design
3.8.1. What is Design?Designing reates a new objet or proess in a way that satis�es goals. A design is a reated form thatis imposed on something. Ideally, a design provides an elegant solution to a diÆult problems. Designan apply to simple objets suh as teapots or to omplex systems. We may design a bridge, a iruit,or a urriulum. Handling omplexity. From design to implementation. We may design an objet (e.g.,a bridge or a Web page), an information system, or a proess (e.g., a urriulum).Design as a proess or design as an outome. Objet design, proess design, interation design, soio-tehnial design. Designing an be reursive in nature. Creating a omplex produt may require boththe design of the produt as well as the design of the proess by whih the produt will be designed.Further, the plan for the design of the proess by whih the produt will be designed an itself be



96 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13said to be designed. An individual reates, or authors, the manner in whih viewers/readers/learnerswill pereive and interat with the ontent. This is not true of all design, however. Other designtasks involve multiple people who may be part of a omplex organization or even several organizations.Trans-disiplinary design. Moreover, design of soial systems or other type of adaptive system is o-evolutionary. Design spae. Searhing the design spae to �nd an optimal solution. Criti to thedesign proess. Design ativities may inlude: Designing objets, designing systems, and designingenvironments. Complexity of designing information systems will be desribed later (7.9.0). Informationarhiteture (1.1.3) as design. Design of omplex systems with requirements (7.9.1). Systemati designversus the reetive pratitioner. Design by a yli proess of re�nement, omposition, abstration,fatorization.
Figure 3.45: Ideally, a design would be both functional and aesthetically pleasing as in this teapot. Design also
needs to consider costs and cultural factors. (check permission)Emotional design. Design of a�etive objets. Design of game haraters who show emotion.There are spei� design domains and the tehniques and strategies partiular to them, as well as thesiene of design in general. Arhiteture, ships, software, organizations. In partiular we will onsiderthe design of information systems in (7.9.0). The implementation of the design requires planning andprojet management. It an be diÆult to apply system analysis. in human systems beause humanativities are highly exible. Indeed, it an be ounter-produtive to over-onstrain human ativities.Consistent proesses and workows an improve eÆieny and sometimes even safety for omplex orga-nizational ativities. In a fatory work an be sheduled and oordinated through proess engineeringso the output of a fatory is maximized. Moreover, onsider the standardized of proesses for air travelwhih allows safe travel for millions of passengers.Design is a shaping of the world as we would like it to beome.

3.8.2. ArchitecturesInformation arhiteture. Computer system arhitetures. Building arhitetures.
3.8.3. Design StrategiesDesign often involves omplex tradeo�s involving many subsystems. Design is similar to problem solvingbut is more foused on developing elegant and eÆient proesses. Several strategies have been proposedfor design. We might attempt to deompose a design proess into parts. The \design spae" is therange of options available to a designer. It is analogous to the onept of \problem spae" (3.7.1). Anydesign in the design spae is a feasible solution, although probably some are easier and heaper thanothers. Later, we will disuss requirements (7.9.1) whih provide onstraints that speify the designspae. In some ases a template is applied repeatedly in situations whih vary only slightly from aseto ase. In other ases, a design may not be expliit but rather an be a set of rules or poliies.Generating alternatives. Evaluating them

Handling System ComplexityInformation systems need to perform a wide range of funtions so they are very omplex. handling



3.8. Design 97that omplexity is a major onsideration. There are several ways to handle this omplexity. Severaltehniques have been identi�ed, inluding layering, modularity, and indiretion (Fig. 3.46). Informationsystems and servies are built on many layers.Hierarhy and deomposition. Modular systems are easier to develop and maintain beause funtionsare learly separated; they are fault-tolerant beause opies an be repliated aross mahines. Indeed,relatively stable information proessing an be built from faulty omponents. As an analogy, althoughhuman neurons are not preise oneptual units, when working together, they an produe omplexinformation proessing.
Technique Description

Abstraction Removing all context from a concept so that only the essence is retained.
Indirection There should be only one version of a program and applications should point it rather

than developing their own version.
Layering Separate the functions so that they are updated separately from each other.
Modularity Modular services can be based on separate computers in different locations.

Figure 3.46: Some techniques for handling complexity in natural systems and computer systems.

Design TradeoffsThe proess of expliit design often requires tradeo�s and oordination of several ativities. Thesemay be spread out over several groups or teams, to the gathering of information or tehnial statistis.Managing ommuniation among design teams. Software teams (7.9.3).Design of espeially omplex systems and devies often involves formal requirements spei�ation (7.9.1).Use-ases and senarios serve to give examples of atual and possible uses of a design-objet. Thisinvolves knowing about that harateristi ativities of users. The proess of design an inlude manysub-ativities and strategies suh as suessive re�nement.
Background

Information

-�

Constraints and Requirements

?
Design

Processes

-� Design

Specification

Figure 3.47: There is a tight interaction between the information use and the task activities.

Pattern LanguagesThis is illustrated in Fig. 3.49 whih shows how rules an result in the varied but onsistent layout ofEnglish villages and in Chinese Feng Shui. Design patterns.Some onsumer devies show high design and implementation standards. These tehniques are oftene�etive for the design of novel devies suh as the IPhone (Fig. 3.48).
Figure 3.48: Products such as the IPhone introduce new dimensions to the design space. (check permission)
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Figure 3.49: Patterns as generative grammars. Here, conventions describing the way traditions for designing homes
result in an organic layout in a small village[10]. Organic growth versus over-controlled growth.

Design and Decision Making Given the omplexity of the design proess, it is helpful if a reord of anobjet's important design deisions and the rationale behind them be kept (3.8.7). These deisions markmilestones in a omplex design proess; having the ability to retrospetively review and analyze thosedeisions is a great bene�t. Organizational struture has a large impat on design. In a traditional,highly strutured organization, design proesses often move in a waterfall fashion | in a stepwisemanner from origin, or oneption, to testing and distribution. This means, however, that user testsannot inuene the design of a produt. Indeed, all too often with this type of organizational struture,the produt is delayed at some earlier stage and user testing is abbreviated, resulting in a produt thatdoes not produe ustomer satisfation. A proess in whih early feedbak is soliited so that designsan be re�ned is often far more e�etive. Inluding feedbak in the design proess is known as \formativeevaluation". Using formative evaluation tehniques an lead to truly innovative, user-entered designapproahes. These innovations an be used, in turn, to reate design templates, whih streamline futureprojets. While formative design avoids the diÆulty of exatly speifying the requirements, it has thedanger of being too exible and unsystemati.Deisions are intertwined with design. Choies are made during design - for instane about hoiesamong alternatives { and these may reet hoie biases. Thus, deision strategies suh as game theory
(3.4.1) an be applied [11]. Design methodologies. Design automation. Deisions about what should bedesigned are fundamental.Design for Experiene. Ambient design. Produt attahment theory. Arhiteture.
3.8.4. Design Libraries and ArchivesDesign libraries. Designs for 3-D printers.

Design Metadata for Complex ObjectsBeause design deals with espeially omplex objets these have an have objet assembly-leve meta-data. Struture, funtion, behavior. The form would inlude shape, materials, inputs, and outputs.Appliations for manufaturing ((se:fatoryoor)). We might speify the behavior with objet-orientedmethods. The funtion is spei�ed by the proedure;. there is a similar split for MathML (9.7.2).Assembly-level desriptions.Fig. 3.51.
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Form Shape and materials.
Function What the engine is used for.
Behavior How the engine works.

Figure 3.50: Form, function, and behavior descriptions for an engine (adapted from[46]).

Figure 3.51: Architecture is a type of design. Modern architecture is often implemented with CAD systems. Though,
of course, the overall design also needs consider costs and building codes. (check permission)

3.8.5. Design ToolsCAD. The design of physial objets is often visual, and an be supported with tools suh as CAD
(8.12.3)and skething interfaes [48].These tools also guide the designer, providing a visual illustration of the onstraints and properties ofthe objet and its intended environment. From design to simulation for testing (9.5.0).Some tasks bene�t from rapid prototyping.Formal methods for evaluating design. Multi-objetive optimization.
3.8.6. Collaborative and Participatory DesignThe traditional approah of sequential design and prodution an be inexible, ineÆient, and inef-fetive. Some organizations are now introduing elements of integrated produt design and formativeevaluation. Joint Appliation Development Teams (JADs) (7.9.1) streamline their design praties.Teams omposed of people from various departments and speialties an ollaborate on produt designand develop innovative ideas ontinuously, produts an be quikly re-formatted at every stage to bet-ter aommodate ustomer testing results, and rapid ommuniation aross various departments andgroups reates informed deisions at every level. Designers may employ models.Partiipatory design uses input from the users to generate design suggestions. When designing aninformation system for a hospital it would be reasonable to involve the hospital sta�. On the otherhand, there is a danger that users may over-inuene the designers, or may not have a realisti a viewof tehnial onstraints.Collaboration and negotiation around design artifat. Negotiation over design details (3.4.4). Two kindsof interation. Content spae and relational spae [13].
3.8.7. Design Informatics: Documentation, Notation, Hist ories, Rationale, and AdviceDesign is information intensive. Suppose that you were handed a omplex piee of mahinery and askedto rebuild it. Surely it would be helpful to know why it was onstruted the way it was. Design is aomplex ativity often inludes a long sequene of deisions. It is often helpful to have a reord of thatproess to streamline future designs and to antiipate any missteps. However, it is also helpful to apturethe rationale behind those formal deisions | why were they made, and does that reasoning apply toa urrent situation. To do this it is neessary to onsider how the system will be used to determinewhat deisions should be reorded, and how they should be represented, stored, and retrieved. Beyondrepresenting the design itself, it should also identify what should be highlighted, note the ritial



100 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13deisions, and the provenane from the design rationale. Preservation of the design rationale alongwith other projet doumentation. Neutral reords versus interpretation. Capture of disussions andeven deisions an be triky beause of jargon, irony, humor, or even non-verbal interation. Comparedesign deisions to requirements (7.9.1). and even for training. Formal and informal design artifatsfrom skethes to blueprints and CAD. A doument trail reeting formal deisions is an example. Thedesign spei�ations are artifats (1.1.2). Critis to evaluate design and support the design proess.Design ontology. Continuum from design spei�ation tied into requirements. Indexing and re-use ofdesign information. Design representation. From design to manufaturing (8.12.1). CAD. Speifyingsystem omponents (1.3.1). Designers often bene�t from the work of those who have gone before them.A solution to the design problem faed in one task is often appliable to the problems faed in anothertask.Hypertext maps may be useful to presenting a graphial view of design deisions. What kinds ofinformation needs do people have for design arhives. E�etive deision rationale requires a model ofthe system being designed. Design spei�ation are artifats.Disussing design alternatives. Presenting plans[27]. Design knowledge (Fig. 3.52). Requirements (7.9.1).Design ontologies.

Figure 3.52: Detail of design rationale graphic[12]. (check permission) (redraw)Strutured design interation.Design rationale (3.8.7) an be integrated with DSSs to identify the logi of a deision module in adeision support system. It is helpful to employ e�etive desriptions of a design or deision proess soit an be reovered later. These are alled design notation and design histories. The diÆulty is thatmuh of the design is in people's heads. Design intent.Typially, the goals, onepts or onstraints of a projet that determine its design. Having a reord ishelpful if the design deisions must be revisited, when several groups of designers are ollaborating andthey need to understand the design history, and an be useful for training new employees.Creating design rationales. It ould be done with arhives of design meetings (5.6.4) and argumentationsystems (6.3.5), for example, and may inlude funtional and strutural desriptions. Muh of theunderstanding of the design deisions are in people's heads. The design rationale should desribe howthe design satis�es the initial requirements. Why were tradeo�s onsidered and adopted? This an beinorporated with the desription of the objet itself (8.12.3).After the design rationale has been aptured and stored, its ontent will need to be aessed. Thesesystems an be diÆult to implement and to searh, as the rationale for a partiular design is oftenre-oneptualized as the design evolves. The riteria for a rationale need to be well-mathed to designproess proedures. Beause design interweaves many levels of deision-making, there have to be several



3.9. Data Models and Databases 101threads involved in development and lassi�ation of these riteria, suh as proess rationale, struturerationale, interation rationale. Design of highly omplex systems or omplex environments. Designmethodologies for very large systemsThe apture and representation of designs an involve digital preservation (7.5.5). FACADE preservation
((se:faadearhiteture)). Virtual historial environments (11.10.2).
3.8.8. Designing Ecologies and EnvironmentsUsers will often re-tailor designs for their use in their own way.
3.9. Data Models and DatabasesTypially, databases do not model general onepts; rather, they store data about spei� instanes.Data models are systems for speifying information struture. The apture a spei� set of attributeswhih are useful for a given set of ativities, tasks, and systems. Databases implement these datamodels. Statistial data models. Strutured data. These models literally support or limit the abilityto express ertain relationships about the data.In this setion, we briey onsider the Entity-Relationship model and the Relational Model. Theseimplement basi set relationships and entities whih are very similar to Aristotelian approahes forategorization desribed earlier. Later, we onsider the Objet-Oriented model (3.9.3) whih inludesgrouping and inheritane relationships. There are also many speialized data models suh as the RDFData Model ( A.4.1) and several GIS data models (9.10.2). rNews data model.
3.9.1. The Entity-Relationship Data Model: Entities, Attr ibutes, and RelationshipsEntities and attributes of those entities whih may be involved in a task. The Entity-Relationshipmodel adds some basi details and onstraints to that model. This is one type of oneptual model.The ER model is a semanti data model that employs \entity lasses" and relationships to model aomplex system. An \entity lass" is a group of objets or events whih are the basi units in themodel. Individual members of an entity lass, suh as a partiular person or objet, are known simplyas \entities". However, the distintion between entities and entity lasses is often ignored and peoplewill speak of an entity when referring to an entity lass. These entities are related to ategories andlasses as we disussed above but they are not quite the same; hey are ad ho onstrutions for aspei� task. For an entity lass suh as VIDEOS, the spei� entity \Gone with the Wind" ould haveattributes suh as Title, Diretor, Year, and Length (Fig. 3.53). Data ditionary (Fig. 3.54).

VIDEO

Title
Director
Year
Length

Figure 3.53: An entity class such as VIDEO has several attributes. (example from MS Access)

Field Name Field Type field min field max title order group

Title text

Director text

Year integer 1970 2020

Length integer 2 20

Figure 3.54: Fragment of a data dictionary which describes properties of the attributes.De�ning the inuential oneptual units. Entities of one entity lass an be related to entities of anotherlass. A STUDIO may be responsible for a partiular VIDEO. When groups of data statements, orpartiular entities and their orresponding attributes, are formed into diagrams, we all these diagrams\entity sets". When onstruting a database, we may use entities in many data statements to illustrate



102 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13the omplex relationships that exist between entities of di�erent lasses. Fig. 3.55 shows a simpleEntity-Relationship Diagram (ERD).
Video

makes
Director

works for
Studio

Figure 3.55: A simple Entity-Relationship Diagram (ERD) for an online video business (attributes are not shown).The Relational Model organizes sets of related attributes into tables. Fig. 3.56 shows tables withexamples of the entity lasses in Fig. 3.55. This use of tables is eÆient beause it keeps relatedattributes together. There are additional details about the Relational Data Model in ( A.4.1).
VIDEO Title Director Year StudioName

North-by-Northwest A. Hitchcock 1959 MGM
Toy Story J. Lasseter 1995 Disney
Crouching-Tiger A. Lee 2002 Columbia

Figure 3.56: Relational tables and sample values for the VIDEO and STUDIO entities.

3.9.2. From Data Models to Databases: Databases as Informat ion SystemsWhile a database program may apply a data model to some data, that is only part of what is neededfor the database to be useful. Rather, databases need to be implemented as part of omplete databasemanagement systems (DBMS). These are omplex sets of servies whih serve human needs. Weonsider the broader ontext of information systems in terms of the servies they provide (7.0.0).
Database Queries and Boolean LogicSome queries plae onstraints on omplex ombinations of attributes. Booleans are generally simplerelationships; AND, OR, NOT for ombining attributes (Fig. 3.57). We an see the formal propertiesof Boolean logi with \truth tables". Fig. 3.58 shows the AND and OR relationships. In the ORrelationship, the output is TRUE if either one of the inputs is TRUE (if either x OR y is true, thenz is true), while in the AND relationship, output is TRUE only if both of the inputs are TRUE (if xAND y are true, then z is true, but not otherwise). The NOT relationship simply reverses the sense ofa relationship so the NOT AND relationship has a TRUE output only when both inputs are o�. Usedfor metadata searhes.

Year=1959 AND Director=’Hitchcock’
(Year>1795 AND Director=’Lasseter’) NOT (Title=’ToyStory’)

Figure 3.57: Some examples of Boolean queries. The example would match all entries in a movie database where
the Year of production was 1959 and the Director was Hitchcock. Parentheses are used to group relationships. So,
in the second example the Year and Director must match and from the those some may be deleted.

OR

Input 1 Input 2 Output

FALSE FALSE FALSE
FALSE TRUE TRUE
TRUE FALSE TRUE
TRUE TRUE TRUE

AND

Input 1 Input 2 Output

FALSE FALSE FALSE
FALSE TRUE FALSE
TRUE FALSE FALSE
TRUE TRUE TRUE

Figure 3.58: Simple Boolean logic truth tables.



3.9. Data Models and Databases 103Boolean logi is used in the database query language SQL Among other information retrieval appli-ations, this is underlays metadata searhes. Some Boolean queries are so omplex that many usersdo not readily understand them. For that reason, many users have designed various interative searhinterfaes and protools. Some of these query formats involve visualization and spatializing, or evenfree-text visual searh interfaes (10.7.3).
Supporting Database RetrievalUsers need to interat with the database. This generally requires a query language to mediate intera-tion between the user and the data model. A query language gives the rules by whih valid queriesare onstruted for a given data model. Queries are a useful way for users to interat with informationsystems. The \query semantis" of a partiular information system desribe the range of oneptsthat an be searhed in that system. The most widely used query language is the Strutured QueryLanguage (SQL), a very ommon way for database developers to interat with a database. Formalqueries must be oordinated with the data model.Beause the attributes in a relational database are organized into tables, responding to SQL oftenmeans ombining data from di�erent tables. Data from one table may need to be linked with data fromanother table by means of a key attribute. Fig. 3.59 shows an example of using SQL for searhing.Fig. 3.60 shows the result of the SQL sript. In partiular, the �elds from the tables have been \joined"with the key \StudioName". Despite its name, SQL is more than a query language in the narrow sense.a programming and a system management language. It an reate tables and ontrol the state of thedatabase.

SELECT VIDEO.Title STUDIO.Email
FROM VIDEO STUDIO
WHERE Title = ’North-by-Northwest’ AND
VIDEO.StudioName=STUDIO.StudioName;

Figure 3.59: An example of the SQL instruction for a low-level join operation on a relational database table.

VIDEO.VideoTitle STUDIO.Email

North-by-Northwest orders@mgm.com

Toy Story orders@disney.com

Crouching Tiger orders@columbiapictures.com

Figure 3.60: The result of a query on the tables in Fig.  A.33. Specifically, there was a “join” of terms from the two
tables on the attribute of STUDIO.Name followed by the “selection” of two of the columns.Part of designing the database, we need to onsider what attributes at truly distintive for a givenentity [31].

Using Database QueriesDatabase query languages (3.9.2). Fits with visualization. Query previews.Identifying the most typial queries. Understanding failed queries.
Database ApplicationsMany natural data sets are messy. This an our when the identi�ation of entities is not well de�nedor when data entry is done arelessly. Many operating databases have dupliate entries. Thus, thedata needs to be leaned. Merging data sets. Proessing data sets. The same reord appears at severalpoints with small variants. De-dupliation of database reords is an example of data leaning. Oneapproah would be name normalization, A stable organizational environment for managing a databaseis essential to their development and maintenane. Information assurane (7.10.3). Data uration andmanagement of large data sets (9.6.3).
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3.9.3. The Object-Oriented Data ModelObjet-oriented models have objets (also alled lasses) whih are similar to the entity lasses for theE-R model. However, beause the objet-oriented model also tries to apture proesses, these lassesalso have \methods". Thus, if we had a database whih stored temperatures, we might have di�erentmethods for displaying them in either degrees entigrade or Fahrenheit.These same ideas are the basis of objet-oriented programming languages suh as Java or C++. Objetsan also be the foundation of a data model. There is message passing between objets and whatthe behavior is spei�ed with methods whih operate on that data. The objet-oriented model has\delarative" rather than \proedural" desriptions (i.e., \methods") (Fig. ??).The objet-oriented data model also inludes properties suh as inheritane. Earlier, we saw inheritaneof attributes (2.1.4). A hierarhy of programming language lasses also allows inheritane of methods(Fig. 7.48), for instane, the spei�ation of servies.When the program is run, it reate spei� instanes of lasses that follow the program. The lassesare \instantiated". Failitate reuse of ode.Objets ommuniate by message passing. Indeed, these messages an be onsidered like douments asboundary objets. Agent soieties (7.7.8) and multi-agent systems (7.7.8).There are many di�erent omputer languages and many ways to implement a program in a givenlanguage. Objet-oriented languages failitate the priniples of objet-oriented design suh as: Encap-
sulation: Wrap up the objet as a oherent set of entities and proesses. Use message passing: Objetsare disrete modules that ommuniate by Interfaces. These de�ne protools for interation with othermodules. By their nature, systems are omplex and involve many levels of desription.While the goal of these approahes is to make the design of large systems more modular and to optimizereuse of ode. However, in pratie it is sometimes diÆult to leanly separate resulting in \objetentanglement" so implementing large projets an still be hallenging. Piking sets of oordinatingsets of objets whih an be omposed e�etively; suh \aspet-oriented design" is a fundamentalobjet-oriented strategy. Start with entities and attributes.

Multimedia

get length()
set volume()

�������

PPPPPPP

Music CD

select song()

Video DVD

set color()

Figure 3.61: Methods may be inherited across a class hierarchy. For instance, controls for playing different types of
multimedia objects may be inherited from a generic multimedia class to specific items. Setting the volume would be
a property for both CDs and DVDs but setting color would be useful only for DVDs. (UML style) (finish drawing)

3.10. States and Discrete SystemsClassi�tion systems desribe entities but objet-oriented systems desribe proesses.Formalisms whih are helpful for desribing spei� proesses. Natural systems and designed systems.Systems (1.3.1). Disrete system models versus dynami system models. Objet-oriented design withUML.
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3.10.1. Basic Components of Discrete-System ModelsData models are used for spei� appliations but we might also want to model entire systems. Inthis setion, we fous on disrete models for systems later we will onsider modeling omplex systems
( A.10.2).

Class ModelsClassi�ation (2.1.2). Data models. These speify how the entities in an environment �t into a lasses.These are used in both entity-relationship and objet-oriented models.
Figure 3.62: UML Class diagram. (check permission)

States and State MachinesTemporal dynamis. A state is a ondition with a �xed temporal extent. We may say that a person isin a state of bliss or a state of terror. This is, of ourse, often a simpli�ation but it turns out to bevery useful for modeling. A \state mahine" is a olletion of states and the transitions between them.In the simplest version, the transitions are �xed. For the traÆ light in Fig. 3.63, the state spae is\Green," \Yellow," \Red" (Fig. 3.63). Another example of a state mahine might speify the statesof a video player (o�, play, rewind, fast forward). Taken together the ombination of states is alleda state spae. State mahines an be extended in many ways suh as StateCharts, ATNs and RTNs
(6.5.1). Markov Models.
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Figure 3.63: A traffic light as a simple state machine. The state transitions occur after a fixed amount of time.
(redraw)We have seen state mahines; a statehart is a more omplex state mahine. This may inlude nestedstates as shown in Fig. 3.64.

ConcurrencyWe'd like events to happen onurrently. Conurrent streams Threads. Synhronization. (Fig. 3.66).This is a variation of data-ow diagrams whih show how data moves through the system.
3.10.2. Modeling Systems with the Unified Modeling Language (UML)We have now seen several omponent models but it will be helpful to have a uni�ed framework desribingoverall systems. Suh a notation would have to be able to represent the many possible ways in whihomponents are inter-related. Moreover, systems are omplex and operate at many levels and they
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Figure 3.64: State chart for an ATM machine. Note that the start points are indicated with the bulls-eye. Also note
that the “Giving Money” state is a hierarchical state with two nested sub-states. (redraw) (check permission)

Figure 3.65: Example of a simple Petri Net. All the states preceding a gate must be occupied by tokens before
the transition occurs. In this case, the P2 condition has not been met so that T2 is not triggered. These are used
in workflow models and are an essential component of UML activity diagrams. UML activity diagrams (explain)
(redraw)

Figure 3.66: Concurrent streams. (redraw)have proesses whih hange over time. Many formalisms have been developed for desribing theomponents of systems. The Uni�ed Modeling Language (UML) is one of the most omprehensive.It is a family of modeling languages whih inorporates (uni�es) several levels of desription. Indeed,the full UML inludes 13 di�erent omponents. The omponents an be grouped into three ategories:Struture Diagrams, Behavior Diagrams, and Interation Diagrams.1 There are other approahes formodeling some of aspets overed by UML, but UML is the most omprehensive pakage. In thefollowing setions, we fous on some of the more important types of Behavior Diagrams and Interation
1The complete list in UML2 is:

Structure Diagrams: Class diagram, Component diagram, Composite structure diagram, Deployment diagram, Object diagram,
Package diagram.
Behavior Diagrams: Activity diagram, State Machine diagram, Use case diagram.
Interaction Diagrams: Communication diagram, Interaction overview diagram, Sequence diagram, Timing diagram.



3.11. Process Models 107Diagrams. Spei�ally, here we look at State Mahines, Ativity Diagrams, Use-Case Diagrams, andSequene Diagrams. Several of these models are used in ontexts other than UML.There are other formalisms ides UML for some aspets and we will also disuss those; UML is simplythe most uni�ed pakage. There are now many style guidelines for UML tools. Boundary objets maybe expliitly designed as interfae between subsystems.
Sequence DiagramsSequene diagrams are a type of Interation Diagram. Communiation among these units an bedesribed message passing. Emphasize the messages among the objets. Message passing. The dataand the proesses assoiated with it an be taken as a unit whih allows us to extend the relational datamodel. Behavior among objets needs to be spei�ed. Messages trigger ations. This is not neessarilya linear ow. Programming as event proessing.

Figure 3.67: Sequence diagrams show how messages are passed among objects. The customer may explore the
attributes of a video and how they would place an order. (redraw) (match to previous figure)

Activity DiagramsAtivity diagrams are foused on the deision points (Fig. 3.68). Ativity diagrams are similar toow harts whih are familiar in programming. Ativity diagrams an speify workows. Petri nets
(3.10.2) and workow. Ativity diagrams an show data ow.Petri Nets add triggers to state mahine transitions. These an are a model for managing aess toinformation objets. When do events get triggered. Combinations of Petri Nets an form a workownetwork. Indeed, Petri Nets are essential for workow.Examples of use. Swimlanes (Fig. 3.69). Coordination (3.5.3).Workow reuse. Workow editor (Fig. 3.70).

Use-Case DiagramsUse ases desribe the groups of ativities in an organizational task. They help to speify funtionalrequirements. The main purpose is to failitate the design of information systems.Use ases are related to modeling tools suh as objet-oriented design (3.9.3) and to use interfae designapproahes suh as senarios and personas (4.8.2). The use ase, generally implies several tasks whihneed to be ompleted and these an be the subjet of task spei�ations. Inluded and exludedmethods.
3.11. Process ModelsWorkows.Funtionality.
Exercises
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Figure 3.68: An activity diagram is similar to a flowchart, for the steps in a login and command execution (adapted
from[28]). (redraw) (check permission)

Figure 3.69: UML swimlanes show grouping of activities. (redraw) (check permission)

Short Definitions:

Affinity diagram

Algorithm

Aspect-oriented programming

Asymmetric information

Building blocks (search)

Class hierarchy

Current awareness

Decision tree

Design rationale

Design science

Encapsulation

Formative design

Game theory

Heuristic

Known-item search

Legacy software

Lemons problem

Means-end analysis

Object-oriented data model

Opportunity cost

Perceived relevance

Planning

Process model

Refinding

Relevance judgment factor

Reservation price

Search intermediary

Sequence diagram

Source selection

State space

Strategy

Summative design

Unified Modeling Language

Unit task

Utility (information access)

Workflow

Zero-sum game

Review Questions:
1. Everyday information use. (3.1.1)

2. Is playing music a “task”? Explain your answer. (3.1.2)
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Figure 3.70: Workflow editor. (check permission)

Figure 3.71: We expect that individuals fill specific roles when dealing with a complex system. These roles are
known as use cases and they are illustrated with a use-case diagram. (redraw) (check permission)

3. Distinguish between “queries” and “questions”. (3.2.1)

4. How is text filtering different from text retrieval? (3.2.3, 10.9.0)

5. Explain the difference between “pre-coordinated” and “post-coordinated”. (3.3.0)

6. Describe the steps you might take to search for the query: “reactions to the use of the drug L-Dopa for Parkinson’s
Disease”. Describe the processes you used and the difficulties you encountered. (3.3.1)

7. Calculate precision and recall for the data in the following table. (3.3.3)

Retrieval
Retrieved Non-Retrieved Total

Relevance Relevant 10 10 20
Not-Relevant 20 60 80

Total 30 70 100

8. What is relevance? Why is it difficult to define? (3.3.3)

9. List ten decisions you made in the past 24 hours. Explain how you actually made the decision and suggest how you
could have been more systematic about it. (3.4.1)

10. The following table shows a payoff for different actions. Suggest the most rational action for this set of payoffs. (3.4.1)

Person A
A does not keep a contract A keeps a contract

Person B B does not keep a contract 0/0 -1/1
B keeps a contract 1/-1 1/2
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Actual Signal
Present Absent

Observer’s Yes
Judgment No

11. Create a decision tree to describe the choices you might make to determine what classes to take next semester. (3.4.1)

12. What are the advantages and disadvantages of decision trees. (3.4.1)

13. Explain the difference between a “false positive” and a “false negative”. (3.4.1)

14. Give the “truth value” for the following Booleans (3.9.2) based on the “truth tables” in Fig. 3.58:
a) TRUE AND TRUE
b) FALSE OR TRUE
c) (TRUE AND FALSE) OR (TRUE)

15. Fill in the cells in the following table. Explain why a “false alarm” is a reasonable description when an outcome is
predicted but does not occur. (3.4.1)

16. Find an example of a systematic design activity and describe it. (3.8.0)

17. Give definitions of problem solving, design, and planning, and distinguish among them. (3.8.0)

18. How is a database different from a knowledgebase? (2.2.2, 3.9.0)

19. In what ways are data models a type of representation. (1.1.2, 3.9.2)

20. List some databases you frequently encounter. What is plausible data model for one of those databases? (3.9.2)

21. Distinguish between “entities” and “entity classes”. (3.9.1)

22. Contrast conceptual data models with implementation data models. (3.9.2)

23. Explain what is meant by inheritance of methods. Give an example. (3.9.3)

24. Explain the difference between flow charts and data-flow diagrams. (3.10.1, 3.10.2)

Short-Essays and Hand-Worked Problems:
1. Pick a college friend or older relative and characterize his/her use of information. What strategies does he/she use for

finding information? What other information would be useful for him/her? (3.2.1)

2. Give a list of questions people might generate if they were planning to (3.2.1):
a) Buy a new car.
b) Get surgery for a knee injury.

3. Identify the most typical information needs addressed by the following (3.2.1):
(a) Television news programs.
(b) Food contents labels.

4. Interview a friend about how he/she meet their needs for medical information. What other strategies might you suggest
for them? (3.2.1)

5. Discuss with a young teenager the information seeking strategies they would employ to decide what movie to see over
the weekend. How could those strategies be improved? (3.2.2)

6. Contrast the cognitive processes involved in browsing an information repository with those in searching that same
repository. (3.2.3)

7. Talk to the reference librarian at your local library. Describe the types of questions that the librarian is asked, the
responses they make, and the tools they use to answer the questions. (3.2.3)

8. It is sometimes claimed that searching is more accurate than browsing. How could you validate such a claim? (3.2.3)

9. Build a filter for blocking articles having to do with automobiles from being displayed on a Web browser. (3.2.3, 10.3.2)

10. What are the tradeoffs between searching and browsing? (3.2.3)

11. Can searching be described as problem solving? (3.2.3, 3.7.1)

12. Describe tasks for which you would you use the search strategies (a) “building blocks” and (b) “pearl growing”. (3.3.1)

13. Give an example of building blocks strategy for retrieval. (3.3.1)

14. Plan and describe a systematic search about one of the following topics: (3.3.1)

a) The effect of the Raj in India on education.
b) The effect of information systems on education in North America since 1980.

15. Describe how you would apply the building blocks approach for a queries such as (3.3.1):
a) QUERY
b) QUERY

16. Give an example of (a) successive fraction and (b) pearl growing techniques for a complex search (3.3.1)

17. If a person asked the questions listed by the librarian in the previous question, what might they be searching for instead
of (or in addition to) the superficial interpretation of the question? (3.2.1, 3.3.2)
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18. Find (a) a friend, (b) a student, or (c) a craftsperson who has an information need. Interview them and report on that
interview. (3.3.2)

19. Develop a set of FAQs for a course you are taking. Suppose that you can use only 10 questions. Develop a system for
selecting those questions. (3.3.2)

20. If someone claimed to be interested in researching “the use of paper in making dollar bills” what questions might you
ask them in an interview to clarify their interests? (3.3.2)

21. How is the definition of relevance related to definition we adopted for information? (1.6.1, 3.3.3)

22. Describe how you might measure and predict the “utility” of document retrieval choices. (3.3.3)

23. Describe the types of experts you might employ for a Delphi analysis of future directions for your university. What are
some of the limitations of Delphi? (3.4.3)

24. What do you think the process and the concessions of a negotiation involve? (3.4.4)

25. Observe a negotiation. Describe the process and the concessions. How did it differ from your response to the previous
question? (3.4.4)

26. Given an example of BATNA in negotiation. (3.4.4)

27. To what extent is a social organization an effective metaphor for organizing computer systems? (3.5.3)

28. Discuss the “coordination costs” for a group of students doing a class project together (3.5.3)

29. As a member of an organization, how can you raise awareness of another group’s information needs so that relevant
information could be forwarded to them? (3.5.3)

30. Describe some of the advantages of paper as a technology for supporting task completion. Describe some of the disad-
vantages. (3.5.4)

31. Examine a desktop of a friend or colleague and describe its organization. Do the same for a child. (3.5.4)

32. There are many metaphors for controlling a set of information resources and tools. Describe a possible design of the
control panel for a fully computerized automobile dashboard. (3.5.4)

33. Are algorithms representations of processes (3.7.1)

34. Develop the plan for completing you homework for the next week. What constraints did you consider? (3.7.2)

35. If a process is knowledge, is it information? (1.1.2, 3.8.0).

36. How do design meetings differ from other types of meetings? (5.6.4, 3.8.7)

37. Create a sample relational table for the ORDER attribute in Fig. 3.55. (3.9.2)

38. A grocery store might use a database for inventory control and marketing. Describe what types of queries these users
might use for these applications? (3.9.2)

39. Suppose you were designing a database which was the inventory for a book store. What entities would you identify?
(3.9.2)

40. What are some of the strengths and weaknesses of the object-oriented model? (3.9.3)

41. Describe the relationship between organizational design and the software it uses? (3.9.3)

42. Draw a state machine to describe the steps you take to cook dinner. (3.10.1, 4.10.4)

43. Draw a state diagram for: stop, play, pause, fast-forward, and rewind functions of a cassette tape recorder. (3.10.1,
4.10.4)

44. If you were designing a system for keeping student grades in a university. (a) List the types of users who might have to
access the system. (b) Pick one of those user groups and do a use-case analysis. (3.10.2)

Going Beyond:
1. How is the notion of sensemaking related to the notion of relevance (3.1.1, 3.3.3)

2. Observe an information-intensive situation, such as the use of information by teachers, business managers, or by a
government worker. What do they actually do? (3.2.0)

3. Does echo-location by a bat show it has an “information need”. (3.2.1)

4. How has hypertext affected reading styles and how has that affected the way books are printed. (2.6.0, 3.2.2).

5. How can people find things if they don’t know what they are looking for? (3.2.2).

6. Pick a topic in the news and then identify the relevance of several articles from a local newspaper to that topic. (3.3.3)

7. Compare the models of economic rationality with models of rational choice in picking information sources (3.3.3)

8. Analyze a decision you made. Explain the process you used. Analyze whether that was an effective strategy. (3.4.1)

9. What information does a manager need to make decisions? (3.4.1, 7.3.1)

10. Develop a model of decision making and describe how that could develop a user interface for a decision support system.
(3.4.2)

11. What tools would you provide to help the mayor of a small town to make decisions about the issues facing the town?
(3.4.2, 7.3.1)
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12. Give examples of when negotiation is simply a process of finding an equilibrium and other times when it involves
persuasion. (3.4.4)

13. Develop a simulation for the coordination costs among a group of 100 workers, each of whom needs to communicate
with two other randomly selected individuals. The communication occurs at random intervals and the net cost of each
of these interactions takes a total of 10% of the worker’s time. (3.5.3).

14. How did the introduction of photocopies in about 1965 change the use of documents in offices? (2.3.1, 3.5.4)

15. Is a database a document? (2.3.1, 3.9.0)

16. Are attributes different from entities? (2.1.2, 3.9.1)

17. Explain the difference between “descriptions”, “representations”, and “models”. (1.1.2, 2.2.0, 3.9.1)

18. What is the data model for XML? (2.3.3, 3.9.2)

19. Explain how XSLT might be used with SQL to place materials into a database. (2.3.3, 3.9.2)

20. Draw the truth table for the NOR function which is the negative of the OR function. (3.9.2)

21. Describe the following Boolean query about a book using the Dublin core attributes (3.9.2):
(Title=’Ulysses’) AND (Date>1900)

22. How would you modify the state diagram for a simple traffic light (Fig. 3.63) to include a green arrow signal for turn
which came or 15 seconds before the regular green light. (3.10.1)

23. Give an extended UML example for a bank’s transactions. (3.10.2)

24. Describe some of the limitations of UML as a representation for systems. (3.10.2)

Practicum:
1. Build an E-R Diagram. Implement a Relational Database. (3.9.1)

2. Conduct a reference interview.
3. Propose a design.
4. Delphi Method.
5. Problem solving.
6. Planning.

Teaching Notes
Objectives and Skills: The student should be able to complete a task analysis and develop a simple interface based on
that analysis. Students should understand the development of distributed system models and be able to describe the
basic principles of design science.
Instructor Strategies: The instructor might emphasize conceptual foundations such as decision models or practical
activities such as techniques for planning or task modeling.
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